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resumo A virtualização é uma peça fundamental no processo actual de ino-
vação em computação e em networking. Este conceito de separar as
funcionalidades da infraestrutura subjacente permite a consolidação
do uso de recursos físicos, reduzindo preços e impacto ambiental.
Também permite a conversão de Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) em
Operational Expenditure (OPEX), disponibilizando um conjunto de
soluções para o mercado de comunicações e computação que é
muito interessante para os operadores de telecomunicações. A
virtualização de servidores permite que, no mesmo servidor físico,
diferentes servidores virtuais possam coexistir partilhando recursos
mas permanecendo isolados e independentes, consolidando o uso
do servidor físico. Este foi um passo fundamentam para permitir do
desenvolvimento de serviços de Cloud Computing (CC).
Apesar de CC ser normalmente definido como "on-demand net-
work access to a shared pool of computing resources" [38], a rede
que liga até aos recursos de CC - a Internet - não é controlada pelo
cliente. A falta de garantias relativamente à congestão de tráfego e
outros aspectos de Quality of Service (QoS) podem inibir empresas
que procuram serviços de CC de alta performance e com elevadas
garantias de usarem CC. Neste contexto, a virtualização de rede surge
como uma oportunidade para ligar todos os recursos através de uma
rede virtual gerida pelo cliente e independente do restante tráfego e
redes que usam a Internet, com garantias de performance de rede
mais do que só de computação.
Assim, esta Dissertação tem como principal objectivo integrar os
conceitos de rede e CC e fazer uma gestão integrada de recursos
virtuais de rede e cloud. Também se pretende evoluir em duas
direcções distintas: Virtual Networks (VNs) & Cloud e Virtual Private
Networks (VPNs) & Cloud. Neste sentido, são propostos e estudados
mecanismos de mapeamento integrado de recursos de rede e de
cloud, assim como soluções para a criação de redes virtuais num
modelo semelhante ao das VPNs. Estes mecanismos avançados
foram então seleccionados de acordo com os resultados de simulação
e integrados na plataforma de virtualização Network Virtualization
System Suite (NVSS), a ser desenvolvida no âmbito do projecto SAIL.
Posteriormente, foi avaliado experimentalmente o desempenho da
plataforma ao nível do mapeamento, em termos da qualidade das
soluções de mapeamento e dos tempos envolvidos, tanto nas soluções
de VN & Cloud como de VPN & Cloud. Foi também feito um breve
estudo experimental sobre a influência da virtualização no tráfego e
de que forma ela pode afectar o número máximo de redes virtuais que
podem coexistir.
Os resultados obtidos permitem verificar que a NVSS passou a
poder gerir recursos cloud para além dos de rede, e a suportar redes
em modo VN ou VPN, fazendo uso de um mecanismo de mapeamento
integrado de cloud e rede previamente estudado e optimizado.
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abstract Virtualization is a key enabler of innovation nowadays both in com-
puting as in networking. This concept of decoupling functionalities
from the underlying infrastructure allows for consolidation in the use
of physical resources, thus reducing costs and environmental impact.
It also allows the conversion of CAPEX to OPEX, making available a
set of solutions for the communications and computing market which is
very interesting for telecommunications operators. Server virtualization
allows that, in the same physical server, several virtual servers can
coexist sharing the resources but remaining isolated and independent,
consolidating the use of the physical server. This was a fundamental
step to enable the development of CC services.
In spite of CC being commonly defined as "on-demand network
access to a shared pool of computing resources" [38], the network
connecting to the CC resources - the Internet - is not controlled by the
client. The lack of guarantees regarding traffic congestion and other
QoS aspects might inhibit companies searching for high-performing
and highly-guaranteed Cloud computing services from using CC.
In this context, network virtualization appears as an opportunity to
connect all the resources through a virtual network managed by the
client and independent from the rest of the traffic and of other networks
using the Internet, with guarantees regarding network performance
more than just computing performance.
This way, this Thesis main objective is to integrate the concepts
of network and CC and implement an integrated management of cloud
and network virtual resources. It is also a goal to evolve into two
different directions: VNs & Cloud and VPNs & Cloud. Therefore, mech-
anisms for the integrated mapping of cloud and network resources
were proposed and studied, as well as solutions for the creation of
virtual networks in a similar model to that of VPNs. These advanced
mechanisms were then selected according to the simulation results
and integrated in the NVSS platform, which is being developed within
the SAIL project. Afterwards, the platform’s mapping performance was
experimentally evaluated, regarding the quality of mapping solutions
and computing times, both in the solutions for VN & Cloud as for VPN
& Cloud. A brief experimental study on the influence of virtualization
on traffic and how it can limit the maximum number of coexisting VNs
was also conducted.
The results show that the NVSS became able to support cloud
resources besides network resources, and also networks in mode
VN as well as VPN, while using an integrated mapping mechanism
for cloud and network resources, which was previously studied and
optimized.
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Chapter 1Introduction & Overview
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Moving into the Cloud"The network is the computer." was the slogan of a marketing campaign launched bySun Microsystems in the early 1990s. At the time it was an enigmatic slogan, but it isnow recognized as a prophecy about the future of computation. From that time to thepresent, as Internet and computing have become more widespread and available for mostof the population, we have entered the age of pervasive computing, when computation andinformation are available anywhere anytime [37]. We have been using the Internet to connectto our peers, to our universities, governments, to the media and many others, often usingtheir computing and storage resources to our own benefit, thus making the network ourcomputer, or at least an extension of it. We now have e-mail accounts which can storeseveral Gigabytes hosted somewhere unknown to us, but available anywhere and anytime,as long as we’re connect to the Internet. The cost savings in providing an e-mail hostingservice this way enable operators to offer these services for free, with the only revenuesoriginating in advertising. So, if it’s possible to host so many clients and data with suchreduced costs to offer e-mail services, why not offer a cheap and pervasive solution for datahosting and computing based in similar premises? This kind of approach to hosting dataand providing computation services somewhere in the network was named Cloud Computing(CC), since cloud was the analogy to a general network whose main features are known, butinternal details and characteristics are unknown or unavailable.Nicholas Carr’s analogy in "The Big Switch" [15] has been one of the most simple waysto explain CC and to get people enthusiastic about it. Carr makes us look at our modernHistory, more specifically to the industrial age, when enterprises using mechanical powerlocally generated through steam engines and waterwheels, and later using local electricalgenerators, moved their power sources into "the cloud". The cloud here represents the currentpower generation system, where hyper scaled power generation centrals produce power andthen distribute it through a grid to the consumers, allowing for huge costs reductions. Thissystem provides energy in a location-independent, metered, pay-per-use and on-demandmodel. In the same way, this is foreseen as the future of computation in the form of CC, aservice where computing and data storage services are provided by large data centers whichdistribute them using the network (generally the Internet), with the cost reduction making itan interesting market product. Even though it’s a simple and elegant analogy, it should be
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considered carefully as Carr himself admits that "all historical models and analogies havetheir limits" [63]. As of today, there is no parallel in the analogy concerning the data that ispassed on to the Cloud providers, which is also a critical element on this revenue and costequation.A system like this needs to offer computing and hosting services for each individualclient, maintaining the resources being used by each client isolated from one another, inorder to safeguard performance and data security. This could be achieved by associatingone physical machine to each client, but the savings would be small or none at all, sinceit would be very similar to each client having its own machine and the use of the networkto connect clients and machines would represent an extra cost. Server virtualization is thetechnology that has started being employed to solve this problem. Using virtualization anumber of different virtual servers can coexist in the same physical machine sharing thephysical resources while remaining isolated from each other, considering that their data isprotected and their performance does not interfere on other virtual servers’ performance.
1.1.2 Taking advantage of Network VirtualizationIn spite of all these benefits if, for example, an enterprise wishes to outsource some or allof its Information Technology (IT) infrastructure to the cloud, it will need a network connectionto connect its headquarters to the place in the cloud where the IT resources are. An Internetconnection might be used but this takes the control of the connection to the resources fromthe enterprise. For example, the connection between the Cloud resources and the enterprisemight be experiencing heavy traffic and thus getting slower and performing worse than itwould be desirable. Ideally, the enterprise should be able to control the connections from theheadquarters to the cloud resources just as it would control if the resources were inside itsown network. This is where network virtualization can make a difference and close the gapbetween the enterprise’s physical network and the cloud. By using network virtualizationone can create a VN that will perform similarly to a physical network. This is made byinstantiating virtual routing nodes and virtual links on the operator’s network. Using partof the physical machines just as part of bandwidth of the physical links to create the VN,we can "slice" the physical network of the operator into several VNs. The technologies ofvirtualization make them isolated from each other, so that each VN can be fully independentand safe from other VNs. By creating and using a VN to connect the enterprise’s sites tothe cloud resources the enterprise will have outsourced both its network and IT resources,gaining several benefits from this outsourcing while having full control over the network andthe IT resources. In the end, it’s like creating an extension of the enterprise: it’s virtual butthe experience is real.
1.1.3 Current ContextWhile being an appealing solution it has to be developed. Nowadays several enterpriseslike Amazon[11], Orange[45], Portugal Telecom[49] and many others offer cloud resourcesand VN solutions. Some like Verizon and IBM [53] offer a package with both network andcloud. But these services are not integrated in any of this cases, even though they mightbe purchased together. These resources, both virtual and physical, need to be monitored,controlled, created, destroyed and mapped. This means that, when receiving a request tocreate a VN and cloud resources for a client, the operator must decide which are the physical
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machines where the virtual routers will be hosted, the datacenters where the virtual serverswill be instantiated and the physical links through which the virtual links will go through.The operator needs to have an up-to-date view of the physical network and of the virtualnetworks running over it. It needs to have decision mechanisms that will place the virtualmachines and virtual links optimally so that the physical infrastructure is efficiently used,by hosting the greatest number of virtual networks as it can possibly take.Currently there exists a platform, the NVSS, that provides the basic tools to monitorthe physical infrastructure of a network and to create, discover, map and manage virtualnetworks. In spite of this, it only supports network resources and not cloud.
1.2 Purpose
This way, this Thesis aim is to integrate network and cloud concepts, as well as to providean integrated platform for the management of VN and cloud resources. Regarding the processof mapping virtual networks onto physical networks, this should be done using mappingalgorithms which map both network and cloud resources efficiently and in an integratedway.Thus, a mapping algorithm which maps both network and cloud resources in an integratedapproach shall be designed and evaluated, with the goal of maximizing the number of VNsthat it can embed in a physical network. Previous work on this topic shall be studied andsome of the already existing algorithms enhanced.Secondly, the necessary mechanisms shall be added to the NVSS so that it can supportalso cloud resources, more than just network resources. The mapping algorithms to be im-plemented on the virtualization platform will be selected from previous study and evaluationregarding the integrated mapping process.On the third place, a feature shall be designed and created so that a user can requesta VN without having to design the full network, thus making the process more simple andautomatic. This process will be similar to that of creating a VPN: it has as main objectiveto connect the different sites and resources of the network and to transfer the complexity ofnetwork management to the operator.In order to make all this possible, the main concepts and technologies regarding serverand network virtualization will be studied. The current point of situation in terms of existingproducts of VN and cloud resources will also be explored, and mapping algorithms will bepresented, discussed and evaluated. Some experimental results of the NVSS platform willalso be presented and discussed in order to evaluate the performance of the new featuresand feasibility of their deployment in a practical scenario.
1.3 Contribution
As the result of the accomplishment of the proposed objectives, this Master’s Thesisproduces different contributions.On the one hand, it presents different methods for mapping virtual networks, with andwithout cloud resources, together with an evaluation of each of them using a discrete eventsimulator. The fact that the data of different algorithms is directly comparable allows usto understand better how the mapping of virtual networks should work, and which methodsare the best. The proposed and evaluated algorithms show improvements when compared
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to the previous work, allowing to enter into consideration with parameters such as linkdifferentiation and the long-range interdependency within the process of node placement.On the other hand, it enables the NVSS virtualization platform to manage cloud re-sources. It does this in two ways: by providing the tools for the platform to support anddistinguish physical nodes of different types, and by making it map those different resourcesconsidering their particular characteristics while still assuring the integration of the networkin the mapping process.Besides this, an alternative method for specifying network requirements was also addedto the NVSS. This method only requires the input of data about the endpoints of the network,the virtual resources needed and the amount of traffic going in and out of the network ineach end point. With this information the NVSS is now able to automatically design, mapand create a VN following this input requirements.The performance of these features is experimentally tested through experiments thatevaluate the quality and speed of the mapping algorithm implemented, as well as the per-formance of the different methods for VN configuration and creation.In order to get more data regarding virtualization, an experiment was also made toobserve the effect of virtualization on the traffic of virtual networks. This data helps us tounderstand better the possible consequences of virtualization, its limits and how it can beimproved.A conference paper was already submitted to The Fifth International Conference onAdvanced Engineering Computing and Applications in Sciences (ADVCOMP 2011), whichintroduces the concepts of both network and cloud integration through VNs and VPN ap-proaches, and depicts the first results of the platform. More publications are now beingprepared with respect to the mapping algorithms and the traffic analysis.
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 will provide the reader with insight on the current virtualization technologiesand initiatives, particularly regarding network and server virtualization. It will also presentsome of the main current commercial offers of virtual networks, connectivity and cloud. Themain VN and cloud mapping algorithms in the literature will also be studied, and an overviewof the NVSS and other platforms is provided.In Chapter 3 the current mapping algorithm in use by the NVSS will be evaluated andnew proposals to improve the quality of its mapping solutions and to allow it to considerlink differentiation and virtual servers mapping will be presented and evaluated throughcomputer simulation testes and results.By Chapter 4 the advanced mechanisms to be added to the NVSS will be specified, andthe interface requirements and use cases shall be considered.In Chapter 5 the software implementation of the advanced mechanisms designed in Chap-ter 4 will be explained. This will include a description of the classes and databases, followedby a detailed explanation of the programming structures for each new feature.Chapter 6 will describe the experimental tests and results obtained on the testbed. Thefocus will be put on the performance results of the new features, but some results regardingthe effects of virtualization on the traffic going through virtual networks will also be gatheredand included.Lastly, Chapter 7 will summarize the work done throughout this thesis, together with
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the main knowledge obtained and the summary of the new features included in the NVSS.Some considerations about possible future work areas and paths will also be made.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
2.1 Overview
In this chapter we will introduce the main concepts related with the work developedalong this Thesis, as well as do a general survey of the current developments on this Thesismain areas of research. The chapter begins in section 2.2 with a high-level overview of themost important virtualization technologies and initiatives. In the following section, 2.3, someVN mapping algorithms will be presented and discussed, followed by a review of some ofthe most relevant commercial products on virtual networking and cloud computing in section2.5. After that, in section 2.6, a set of platforms for the management of cloud are presented.The chapter ends in section 2.7 with different virtualization projects and platforms, withparticular emphasis on the presentation of the virtualization platform that was the startingpoint for the development of the platform presented in this Thesis.
2.2 Virtualization Technologies and Initiatives
2.2.1 Server Virtualization
Server virtualization consists in the full emulation of a server from the point of view ofthe user, creating a separation layer between the hardware and the server emulation andtherefor allowing for the hardware to be shared by a number of virtual servers. It appearedas a solution mainly designed to allow for multiple isolated server systems to coexist inthe same physical server, thus allowing for structure cost reduction and improvement in theusing experience (which could be simultaneous, instead of time-shared, for instance) [13].In order to enforce this, a virtualized system includes a new layer of software calledthe Hypervisor or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). Its aim is to achieve dynamic resourcesharing and arbitrate access to the underlying physical resources so that these resources canbe effectively and efficiently shared among the different Operative Systems (OSs) runningover the virtualization layer.In 1974 Popek and Goldberg defined three main characteristics believed to be essentialto the architecture of virtualizable machines [48]:
• Any program run under the VMM should exhibit an effect identical with that demon-strated if the program had been run on the original machine directly.
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• A statistically dominant subset of the virtual processor’s instructions is executed di-rectly by the real processor.
• The VMM is in complete control of system resources.
The first research Hypervisor (hardware virtualization technique) to offer full virtualiza-tion support was implemented on IBM’s CP-40 system in January 1967 and it supportedmultiple instances of client OSs. Virtualization allowed, for example, for beta and experi-mental OSs to be deployed and debugged without compromising other stable running OSs,which was a great advantage in terms of robustness, stability and infrastructure costs.
Advantages and DisadvantagesMain advantages of server virtualization include: safety, trust and availability, optimizeresource utilization, cost, load balancing, legacy applications and versatility.Some of the main disadvantages of server virtualization are: safety, management, per-formance and performance.Due to the enormous advances in computing performance and resource availability since1967, which made powerful computers not only available to enterprises but also to personalusers, virtualization and its advantages have also become more available to personal users.
Server Virtualization ToolsA number of server virtualizations tools are available today, such as OpenVZ, Xen,VMWare Server, Q, Microsoft Virtual Server, Sun Virtual Box or Oracle VM, which are someof the most known.
2.2.2 Network VirtualizationSimilarly as for server virtualization, network virtualization consists in the emulationof a computer network, which is experienced by the user in the same way that it wouldexperience a physical computer network. This means that the user does not have accessto the underlying computing and network resources and that these resources should beirrelevant and unnoticeable from the point of view of the user of the network. A VN is thenbuilt and defined as a group of virtual resources (which can be virtual routers or virtualservers, for example) connected by virtual links.Network Virtualization (NV) allows an optimized use of the network, consolidating thisresource. It also aims at reducing CAPEX and OPEX for operators, and providing them withthe possibility to run network protocols independently of the physical network, thus allowingthe adjustment of each VN to the services that run on top of it.Network virtualization techniques should follow some guidelines which can be summa-rized as follows:
• Flexibility, Programmability and Heterogeneity. It should be possible to program everynetwork element and protocol, use any topology and virtualize every type of underlyingnetwork technology.
• Scalability and Manageability. Multiple VNs should be able to coexist over the sameshared physical network, as many VNs as the physical network can accommodate.
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The management tasks should be made modular and introduce accountability at everynetworking layer.
• Isolation and Security. The coexisting VNs must be isolated in order not to affect eachothers performance. Data from one VN should not be controllable by nor visible forany other VN.
• Legacy Support. Current network technologies and protocols should be seamlesslyupgradeable, and NV must be able to replace the Internet without disrupting it.
Network Virtualization TechnologiesThere are several network virtualization technologies, such as VPN, MPLS and VirtualLocal Area Networks (VLANs).
2.3 Virtual network mapping algorithms
In order to use with maximum efficiency the physical network resources the operatormust possess a mapping algorithm that will allow him to decide where is the best locationto host virtual nodes and virtual links. The algorithm should be fast and should allow theoperator to host the maximum number of virtual networks and virtual resources as possible,as well as to balance the load in both nodes and links.The greatest concern in these algorithms is due to the need for optimum mapping of bothlinks and nodes simultaneously. This simultaneous optimization is known to be NP-hard[12, 65] and therefore is only tractable for a small amount of nodes and links. In order tosolve this problem in a load balancing perspective, several approaches have been suggested,mostly considering the version of the problem where the VNet requests are fully known inadvance.Zhu and Ammar et al. [65] propose a heuristic and centralized algorithm for dealing withvirtual network embedding. Their approach tries to solve an online version of the problem,considering reconfigurations of the existing VNs, when VN requests arrive. In order tofurther improve the performance of the basic mapping algorithm, a subdivision technique isalso explored. The goal of the mapping algorithm is to maintain a low and balanced stress ofboth nodes and links of the substrate network; with that goal in mind, the algorithm starts bydetermining each node’s stress (number of virtual nodes running on the substrate node) andthe links’ stress (number of virtual links whose substrate path passes through each substratelink). With these weights determined, the Neighborhood Resource Availability (NR), thattakes into account both the node stress and the local links stress, is calculated for eachnode. The node with the highest NR is selected as the start node to begin the candidateselection. Next, a set of substrate nodes is determined weighted by their distance to thepreviously selected substrate node, its node potential is calculated, and in the final step thevirtual nodes are mapped. Virtual nodes with more interfaces are assigned substrate nodeswith higher NR since virtual nodes with more interfaces are also more likely to setup morevirtual links and increase the load on both the substrate node and neighbor links.Nogueira [41] uses an approach based in Zhu and Ammar et al. [65] but considers thedifferent parameters that characterize a physical and virtual machine such as CPU Load,processor frequency and memory, while still considering the number of virtual machines
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running over the physical node. It uses these parameters to calculate the node and linkstresses and then uses both node and link stresses to calculate the potential of a node tobe chosen as host to virtual node, by multiplying the node stress by the link cost, which is avalue composed by the link stresses of the physical paths from the candidate to the virtualneighbor candidates. Since this algorithm is particularly relevant for this Thesis , it can beread in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Mapping Algorithm Pseudo-Codeinput : Substrate (Substrate Network) , VRequest (Requested VNet)output: VMap (Mapped Virtual Network)1 foreach Link i in Substrate.Links do
2 SLS (i) =∑NVj ∑LVjk ((SLVj (kj )|kj ⊇ i)) ;3 end4 foreach Node i in Substrate.Nodes do
5 SNi = ∑NVj ∑NVjn Λ(nj ,i)δ+Free RAM·CPU Freq·(N.CPU - Load) ;6 end7 foreach Node n in VRequest .Nodes do8 foreach Node i in Substrate.Nodes do9 if MeetsConstraints(n, i) then10 n.Candidates.Add(i) ;11 end12 end13 end14 SortVirtualNodes(VRequest ) ;15 foreach Node n in VRequest .Nodes do16 foreach SourceCandidate v in n.Candidates do17 pi(v ) = 0 ;18 foreach Link k connected to n do19 ConnectedVNode=GetLinkDestination(k) ;20 foreach DestCandidate u in ConnectedVNode.Candidates do21 D(v ,u)= Cost(CSFP_Dijkstra(v ,u)) ;22 end23 pi(v ) = pi(v ) +∑u∈VC D(v, u) · SNv ;24 end25 end26 n.Map = v : pi(v ) = min(pi) ;27 end28 foreach Node n in VRequest .Nodes do29 VMap.Nodes ∪ n ;30 foreach Link k connected to n do31 ConnVNode=GetLinkDestination(k) ;32 VMap.Links ∪ CSFP_Dijkstra(n.Map,ConnVNode.Map) ;33 end34 end
Chowdhury et al. [16] propose different algorithms with better coordination between thenode and link mapping phases, by using deterministic rounding techniques in one of themand randomized rounding techniques in the other. The most interesting part of the articleis that the evaluation of the algorithms is made in terms of revenue and cost, by using adiscrete events simulator to emulate a physical network receiving network requests and thenverifying how many resources could be hosted with the different algorithms, and at the sametime the VN request acceptance ratio and the ratio of utilization on links and nodes. Webelieve this is an interesting approach since the evaluation criteria of considering costs andrevenues is what will interest the most to the Operator of the network when competing inthe market and working to increase profit margins.
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M. Melo et al.[39] specifies an integer based optimization formulation to determine theoptimal mapping of virtual networks resource, considering resource management aspectsand location. This approach is compared with the heuristic in [41]. Lischka [33] proposes aVN mapping algorithm based on subgraph isomorphism detection that maps nodes and linksin the same stage.Lu [34] presents a method for mapping a virtual network where enough capacity is al-located to handle any traffic pattern allowed by a general set of traffic constraints. Thispaper also attempts to find the best backbone topologies entering into consideration withthe substrate network and traffic conditions.Houidi [29] presents and evaluates a distributed algorithm for load balancing, and nodeand link mapping. It uses a Multi-agent approach and proposes a VN Mapping Protocolto communicate and exchange messages between agent-based substrate nodes to find anappropriate mapping solution.Although all these algorithms provide a solution for the virtual network mapping problem,most of them fail to take into consideration that their links may not be constrained only bybandwidth, but also by latency, jitter and loss or other differentiating criteria, such as linksrequiring high-security guarantees. They also tend to privilege load balancing, with theconsequence of sacrificing some extra resources to achieve better load balance.
2.4 Cloud resource management and mapping
Server virtualization has created a path for enabling innovation in cloud products andservices, since virtualization allows a physical server to become a container of separatelyfunctioning and manageable virtual servers. When virtualizing a server we are, in fact,decoupling functionalities from infrastructure, thus enabling the (virtual) server to be hostedby several different physical machines, with different characteristics and in different places.Regarding cloud services, from the service user point of view it should be irrelevant wherethe server the user is accessing is placed. However, from an operator point of view, it isnot irrelevant where the virtual server is placed, since this might affect service quality andprofits. There are different factors which might influence the choice of where to place oneor more virtual servers.For instance, it is relevant for a certain set of services provided over the web to have lowlatency, such as real-time multi-player on-line games, among other real-time services [22].This usually implies that the server should be near the service users, that few connectionsshould be used between the server and the clients, and that these should have small delaysin the links and nodes.On the other hand, placing a virtual server in a large data-center provides a large set ofeconomic benefits, mainly originating from the economy of scale. Large data-centers builtand operated at low-cost locations are able to provide a reduction of costs in electricity,network bandwidth, operations, software and hardware [35].Jurisdiction might also play an important role in the placement of virtual servers. Differentcountries have different laws regarding internet usage, for example regarding copyrights orfreedom of expression. Iceland, for instance, aims at bolstering its economy by making thecountry an attractive host for Internet content with initiatives such as the Icelandic ModernMedia Initiative [30].Other countries, such as Ireland, have been successful in attracting large web companies
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and services in part due to their low taxes. Paying for a virtual server from Amazon hostedin America is cheaper than for one hosted in Europe [11], which shows that there are costsassociated with the location of the physical machines, and that these costs should be takeninto consideration when placing a virtual server.We have seen that besides having costs and limitations associated with the locationand size of the physical resources, there are also constraints which are dependent on thenetwork. QoS guarantees regarding latency, bandwidth availability or traffic congestion arecritical for many services provided through the cloud, thus benefiting from a coordinateddecision for virtual server placing that considers both network and servers.Several papers on Cloud resource management have been written.[55] presents a study of bin-packing heuristics for resource allocation for DistributedReal-time Embedded (DRE). In [46] a fair joint multiple resource (computational and network)allocation method is presented. The authors propose the enhancement of a method they hadpreviously presented.[32] addresses the placement decision method taking into account latency and bandwidthconstrains in the situation where the user accesses content from several servers.Energy costs in datacenters represent a major consideration nowadays, due to the veryhigh amounts of energy they use. Reducing them is one of the ways of getting competitiveadvantage and increasing profit margins, besides creating ’green publicity’.[20] and [19] address this subject. The first evaluates Power Consumption-Based (PCB)and Transmission Rate-Based (TRB) algorithms for server selection, while the second oneproposes an Extended Power Consumption-Based (EPCB) algorithm that proves to be ableto reduce the power consumption more than TRB and PCB algorithms.As for virtual server placement in CC, there has also been some work done. [14] hasproposed an optimal allocation approach to choose the best data-center to store the virtualserver request by the user, from a pool of multiple data-centers. A dynamic, decentralizedand self-organizing approach to the allocation of Virtual Machines (VMs) to physical serversin public and private Clouds is proposed in [17]. The approach is based on a Cross-EntropyAnt System (CEAS), where intelligent agents are used to discover physical servers and makeallocation decisions. The system is able to dynamically react to changes in the load of thephysical servers, as well as to failures in the physical infrastructure. The mapping of VMsinto physical servers is done using near-optimal heuristics.[31] analyses the interplay between Internet Service Provider (ISP) and content providers.The ISP represents the network part of the problem, while the content providers representthe servers. This paper considers 3 different situations regarding the sharing of informationand control between ISP and content providers, concluding that separating server selectionand traffic engineering leads to sub-optimal equilibrium, but also that extra visibility mightalso result in a less efficient outcome.Although these papers address relevant challenges regarding cloud services, they failto address several points, particularly regarding the network component of virtual serverplacing. Most papers either disregard the network or, when considering it, they take intoconsideration QoS constraints but do not strive to optimize the use of network resources inorder to allow for a better embedding of future requests. Also, it is generally considered thatvirtual server requests are known before-hand, which does not provide a decision methodfor requests arriving in real-time. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms do not consider theinterplay between particular Cloud resources such as CPU capacity, RAM and Hard DiskDrive (HDD) memory.
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As we said above, we believe that network consideration and optimization is very im-portant in the virtual server placement decisions. Thus, we believe this is, together withthe other aspects that have not been addressed, an opportunity for research, which will beaddressed ahead in this document.
2.5 Provision of VPN and cloud resources
In this Thesis, we propose the inclusion of advanced mechanisms for the creation of VNssimilar in structure and functionalities to VPNs. Thus, it is important to understand betterwhat VPNs are really about. We also believe it is important to assert the current value andimportance of CC for the computing and telecommunication companies and markets.
2.5.1 VPNOrganizations which have premises geographically dispersed frequently need to connectdifferent sites and build a network with strict QoS requirements. Such requirements mightinclude high security guarantees or bandwidth, for instance. Usually, in order to attendto this need, a VPN is deployed, consisting in the emulation of a private network over aphysically shared network owned by an ISP. Some of the most popular solutions are Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) VPNs. These VPNs are deployed over Layer 3, as aservice provider offers a network-based IP VPN routing and forwarding service across itsown IP-based MPLS backbone network [28]. The use of MPLS provides advanced trafficengineering capabilities that, coupled with Internet Protocol (IP) QoS, allow the ISP tooffer VPN services complying with demanding QoS requirements. By creating a separateVPN Routing and Forwarding (VRF) instance for each VPN in each Provider Edge (PE)router, the network will be able to perform layer 3 data separation, VPN isolation andprivate IP address overlapping. This way, a packet entering through a PE router interfaceassociated with a specific VPN will be routed according to the VRF for that VPN. Thisrouting decision will direct the packet to one of the Label-Switched Paths (LSPs) whichare set up by MPLS, beginning and terminating at PE routers. Operators generally chargethese services according to the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and charging a surplus forthe excess traffic entering the network.
2.5.2 Cloud ComputingNowadays several enterprises from different countries offer CC. CC is made available asa service, similar to commodities such as water and electricity, with a common a pay-as-you-go payment model. This product is particularly interesting on economical grounds dueto the possibility it offers to outsource IT, to reduce management overhead, to extend currentlimited IT infrastructures, to reduce the entrance barrier (minimum infrastructure entry cost)and to reduce the risk of wasting resources. The possibility to turn CAPEX costs into OPEXcosts and the highly scalable provisioning environment are also important features of CC.It is estimated that the global market for Cloud Computing Technologies represented atotal of $21.2 Billion as of 2010. By 2016 it is foreseen that this value will reach $74.9Billion, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate of 23.4% in the intermediate period, as inFigure 2.1 [36].
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Figure 2.1: Cloud Computing Cumulative Market [36]
Major Market Players and ProductsCloud computing is sold nowadays by a vast range of enterprises over the world. Herewe will present some of the most important cloud providers and products: Amazon, Orangeand Portugal Telecom.
AmazonAmazon.com was founded in 1995 as an online book store. Since then it as expandedto sell more types of products [10]. In 2006 Amazon launched Amazon Web Services (AWS),which provides cloud computing power, storage and other web-services on demand on apay-per-use model [11].Some of the most relevant services from the AWS suite are [11]:
• Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) - A web service that provides resiz-able compute capacity in the cloud. The user can set the operating system, services,databases and application stack required for the hosted application.
• Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3 - A simple web services interface thatcan be used to store and retrieve large amounts of data, at any time, from anywhereon the web.
• Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) - A secure and seamless bridge betweena company’s existing IT infrastructure and the AWS cloud. Amazon VPC enables en-terprises to connect their existing infrastructure to a set of isolated AWS computeresources via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection, and to extend their existingmanagement capabilities such as security services, firewalls, and intrusion detectionsystems to include their AWS resources.
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is classified as a compute product and the clientonly pays what he or she consumes, like instance-hours or data transfers. Amazon’s EC2price catalog is available in the AWS EC2 web page. Prices vary depending on the charac-teristics of the machines, on the payment method (on-demand, reserved, spot price), on the
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operating system running (Linux is cheaper) and on the region (US is cheaper than Europe,for example). Users also pay for the amount of traffic going in and out.Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is classified as a networking product, as it allowsthe user to provision a private, isolated section of the AWS Cloud where it can launch AWSresources in a virtual network it defined. Its architecture is depicted in Figure 2.2. The usercan define the virtual network topology, select the IP address range, create subnets, andconfigure routing tables and network gateways. Amazon highlights benefits of the servicesuch as:
• Multiple Connectivity Options - The user can connect the Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)to the Internet using public subnets or using Network Address Translation (NAT). Itcan also connect the VPC to the datacenter using IPsec VPN. Combinations of bothmethods are also configurable.
• Secure - The user can control which machines are accessible and who can access theVPC.
• Simple - Amazon provides a Management Console and the user can select one of thecommon network setups that fits his needs and just press "Create my VPC". Subnets,IP ranges, route tables and security groups are automatically created.
Figure 2.2: Amazon VPC Architecture [9]
OrangeOrange is the main brand of France Telecom [26], which in turn is one of the world’sleading telecommunications carriers, with 193 million customers and consolidated operatingrevenues of 45.5 billion euros for 2010. In June 2009 Orange launched "Flexible Computing",a product to allow businesses to outsource part or all of their IT infrastructures, based
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on virtual technology. By December of the same year, it announced it would be offeringcomplete CC services, from infrastructure to real-time business applications [45]."Flexible Computing" aim is to answer the growing demand for flexibility and adapt-ability of critical business applications. It addresses the growing demand for performance,availability and security by offering completely customizable virtual server architectures. Ascreen-shot from this product guided tour is displayed in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Picture from Orange’s Flexible Computing guided tour [45]
Orange’s IT infrastructure includes 12 data centers worldwide for customer infrastructureand 18 peta octets of storage [45].
Portugal TelecomPortugal Telecom is the major telecommunications service provider in Portugal. As of2009 its business volume represented € 6.785 million and the company serviced 72 millionclients [49] .On September 23rd 2010 Portugal Telecom announced that it would be providing cloudservices [49]. On May 18th 2011 it launched SmartCloudPT, a set of Cloud computing prod-ucts directed at companies [49]. SmartCloudPT offers IT infrastructure, development plat-forms and business applications that can be easily contracted, used an managed, in anon-demand model and, thus, with high flexibility [50].
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SmartCloudPT’s solution for virtual servers is divided in two [50]: private virtual serversand public virtual servers. Private virtual servers allow the hosting of corporate applica-tions, including: web portals, databases, development environments, corporate managementsystems, client relation management, and content management. Prices for private virtualservers and service details are not available online.
Figure 2.4: Set of prices for the basic and extra features for public virtual servers in themonthly payment model [50]
Public virtual servers utilization possibilities include: hosting several websites, creatinga Domain Name System (DNS) server, executing multimedia applications, creating an e-mailserver, sharing movies, games and other resources, creating an File Transfer Protocol (FTP)server and creating test environments for websites and applications. Portugal Telecom offersa range of different settings: OS Windows or Linux, processing until 2 virtual CPUs (vCPUs),RAM until 4 Gigabyte (GB), disc storage until 120GB, unlimited traffic, 1 public IP for internetconnection, remote access to the server and a license for 10 domains in Plesk Panel. Thereare 2 payment models: monthly and annual. The monthly model is a pay-per-use modelwhere there is a price for the whole month but where only used days are charged. In thismodel, basic characteristics cost € 29/30 per month, and additional processing capacity,memory and disk storage can be added for an extra charge. In the annual model the clientpays for a fixed set of resources for the entire year, at a more competitive price that in themonthly model, and with the possibility to coexist with the pay-per-use model [50]. Figure2.4 shows some of SmartCloudPT price information.
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2.6 Cloud Management Platforms
There is a large number of software systems to manage cloud computing resources. Inthis section we will give a high-level overview on three of them: OpenNebula, OpenStackand EUCALYPTUS.OpenNebula is an open-source project with the objective of building the industry stan-dard open source cloud computing tool to manage the complexity and heterogeneity ofdistributed data center infrastructures [44]. OpenNebula’s interoperability is defended asone of its main advantages compared to other cloud computing tools. Its design princi-ples are: openness, adaptability, interoperability and portability, stability, scalability andstandardization. This platform orchestrates storage, network, virtualization, monitoring, andsecurity technologies to enable dynamic placement of multi-tier services on distributed in-frastructures, combining both data center resources and remote cloud resources, accordingto allocation policies. Figure 2.5 represents OpenNebula functioning model.
Figure 2.5: OpenNebula’s functionality scheme [44]
OpenStack is another open-source project for cloud computing. It aims at building theubiquitous open source cloud computing platform for public and private clouds. The tech-nology consists of a series of interrelated projects delivering various components for a cloudinfrastructure solution. Its main advertised advantages are: control and flexibility, due toits open-source and modular nature; being an industry standard receiving the participationof more than 60 leading companies in the project; being a proven software, since it pow-ers some of the largest public and private cloud in the world; and being compatible andconnected [52].EUCALYPTUS - Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your Programs ToUseful Systems - is a software infrastructure for implementing cloud computing on clusters. Ithas two versions: an open-source version and an enterprise version. As differences from othersimilar software projects: EUCALYPTUS was designed from the ground up to be as easyto install and as non-intrusive as possible, without requiring sites to dedicate resources toit exclusively; the software framework is highly modular, with industry-standard, language-agnostic communication mechanisms; the external interface is based on Amazon’s popularinterface; it is unique in providing a virtual network overlay that both isolates network trafficof different users and allows two or more clusters to appear to belong to the same LocalArea Network (LAN). Overall, this platform’s architecture is simple, flexible and modular witha hierarchical design, and the system allows users to start, control, access, and terminateentire virtual machines using an emulation of Amazon EC2’s SOAP and "Query"interfaces
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[18].
2.7 Network Virtualization Platforms
We have presented technologies to virtualize links and nodes. In this section we willdiscuss technologies to build virtual networks or, in other words, to create and manage setsof virtual links and nodes that make virtual networks.There have been several projects regarding network virtualization over recent years, suchas: 4WARD[1], AKARI[2], Clean Slate[57], NouVeau[43], Trilogy[61], VNRMS[8], Tempest[4],Netscript[56], Genesis[6], VNET[59], RESERVOIR[54], FEDERICA[24], VIOLIN[7], X-Bone[60],PlanetLab[47], UCLP[62], AGAVE[5], HIPcal[51], GENI[25], GridARS[27], VINI[3] and CABO[21].In the following subsections we will present the virtualization projects and platformsFEDERICA, GENI, HIPerNET and Network Virtualization System Suite. The latter one,which was part of 4WARD, will be considered in greater detail since it forms the basis forthe development of this thesis’ platform.
2.7.1 FEDERICAThe FEDERICA (Federated E-Infrastructure Dedicated to European Researchers Innovat-ing in Computing Network Architectures) project has created an European wide "technologyagnostic" infrastructure based upon Gigabit Ethernet circuits, transmission equipment andcomputing nodes capable of virtualization, to host experimental activities on Future Internetarchitectures and protocols. It is directed at the research community and not industry-driven[24].Using virtualization, FEDERICA allows research groups to use "slices" of the commoninfrastructure, which can be configured according to researchers’ needs. Among its main ob-jectives, FEDERICA strives to facilitate technical discussions amongst specialists, contributewith real test cases and results to standardization bodies, and integrating the tools and de-veloping a common control plane to manage the infrastructure, as well as the deploymentof the necessary protocols to facilitate resource discovery, resource allocation, monitoring,signaling and routing.
2.7.2 GENIGENI (Global Environment for Network Innovations) is an initiative planned and fundedby the National Science Foundation (USA). This initiative includes a large-scale experimen-tal facility to help developing the "future Internet" and a research program strongly coupledto the Future INternet Design (FIND) project. Making use of virtualization, the large-scaleexperimental facility can be used in a shared way by different research groups, thus facili-tating tests of new network technologies which cannot be adequately tested in traditionaltest facilities.The GENI architecture is based on 3 layers: User Services, GENI management core(GMC) and Physical Substrate. GMC is the interface between the Physical Substrate (links,routers, processor, storage, etc) and the User Services, which is the layer responsible for slicemanagement and collecting and retrieving measurement data. The GMC defines a stable,long-lived framework while user services and physical substrate can change and evolve [25].
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2.7.3 HIPerNET
HIPerNET software is developed within the HIPcal project. This project tackles bothnetwork and resource virtualization and the optimization of their use to host VNs. Byexploring a different approach to the current services-oriented principles developed in gridsto enhance application portability and communications performance control and security, itfocuses on developing the appropriate mechanisms to provide a grid substrate based on endto end bandwidth reservation, control overlay, network and system virtualization, amongother things [51].
2.7.4 Network Virtualization System Suite
The Network Virtualization System Suite (NVSS) [40] is a platform for virtual networkcreation, discovery, monitoring and management, which was part of the 4WARD project. Itis based in 3 modules: the Control Centre, the Manager and the Agent. This modules aredepicted in Figure 2.6.
Virtual Network
Control Centre
Virtual Network 
Manager
Virtual Network 
Agent
User
Substrate Network
Virtual Network 
Agent
Figure 2.6: Global view of the existing modules.
Control Centre
The Control Centre serves as Graphical Interface for the operator to control the platform.It is programmed in Java and allows the user to design, configure, create, modify, manageand monitor virtual networks through a graphic environment similar to that of a networksimulator.
Manager
The Manager is the central module of the NVSS. It is his function to collect information ofthe virtual and physical networks from the Agents and to send them to the Control Centers.It also receives orders from the Control Centers, processes the requests if necessary andsends the adequate control orders to the Agents.
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AgentThe Agent is a module that is present in each physical node and whose function isto gather data about the nodes physical and virtual resources which it then sends to theManager and to enforce the orders from the Manager, such as virtual nodes or bridgecreation, for example.
Main FeaturesThere are four main features in the NVSS:
• Physical and Virtual Topology Discovery - In order to gather the information aboutthe topology of the physical network and of the virtual networks running over it, adistribute algorithm is used. Each node, through the corresponding Agent, gathersdata about itself and about the neighbor nodes. It then sends it to the Manager whichcan easily integrate the information from the different Agents and have the full virtualand physical networks topology and other information available. A trigger mechanismis used so that when an event occurs in the configuration of the resources or in theirstate, the reaction is immediate, thus allowing a fast detection of the changes in thetopologies.• Virtual Network Creation - Through the Control Center it is possible to design, con-figure and create virtual networks, using a simple drag-and-drop process of the virtualelements and then connecting them through virtual links. During this process it ispossible to configure several node parameters such as CPU, RAM, location, name anddescription. As for the links, parameters such as latency, jitter and bandwidth are alsoconfigurable. When the network is fully designed it can be committed to the Manager,which will use the data gathered from the Agents to decide which physical nodes canhost the virtual nodes and which physical nodes and links are the best to map thevirtual nodes and links. This process follows the Algorithm 1 described in section 2.3.• Virtual Network Monitoring - The platform periodically verifies the state and con-figuration of the physical and virtual resources, using the Agents. If any change isdetected, the Agents communicate it to the Manager which will send it to the ControlCentre so that it is possible to visualize these changes. It is also possible to monitorthe state of the nodes, interfaces, links and also CPU load almost in real time.• Virtual Network Management - It is possible to change the state of the virtual re-sources. A virtual node might be turned off, restarted, suspended or destroyed, usinga context menu provided for each resource. Real time change of the RAM allocated toa specific virtual node is also enabled.
The remaining main characteristics can be summarized as follows [42]:
• User Classes - This platform is designed to be used by network administrators withtotal security clearance and access to the substrate network. The user should beexperienced in Linux environments and networking.• Operating Environment - This platform is designed to run on Fedora Core 8 and DebianLenny Linux distributions with the Xen kernel.
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• Constraints - The C programming language was used for programming every moduleexcept the GUI, which was programmed in Java.
• Dependencies - In order to be able to properly run the software, except the GUI,the following modules must be installed or enabled: libvirt, libxml2, glibtop2, bridge-utils, 802.1q module. To properly run the GUI the Java runtime environment should beinstalled.
• Performance Requirements - The designed platform has a low overhead, and conse-quently, a small performance impact on the substrate nodes and network. The CPUand RAM usage is kept to a minimum.
• Security Requirement - Due to its deployment features, the platform, or a part of it,must be run with elevated privileges, i.e. in root mode, and is therefore potentiallydangerous for the system if it becomes compromised or misbehaves.
• Software Quality Attributes - This software was designed in an extensible and modularmanner; new features may be added without significant changes to the underlyingarchitecture and isolated; independent tests on some of the features may be performed.
2.8 Conclusions
After making this brief listing of the major current developments in virtualization of net-work and servers, as well as CC products and research, one can see that even though CCis already on the market, it lacks guarantees regarding the network performance, relyingmostly on the Internet service, which usually operated in a best-effort mode. This way, in-tegration of both virtual networks and virtual cloud resources in a single integrated servicecan be seen as an opportunity to provide those network performance guarantees while atthe same time allowing for a double optimization of the use of network and resources.In the following chapters we will explore how network and cloud mapping might be donein an integrated and optimized way, as well as present a virtualization platform capable ofmanaging together network resources and cloud resources.
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Chapter 3
Mapping Algorithms
3.1 Introduction
In section 2.3 we presented the state of the art in VN and cloud resources mapping.In this chapter we try to improve those mapping algorithms by proposing and testing bysimulation new additions and changes to those algorithms, specifically to the one presentedby Nogueira in [41].In section 3.2 we argue that an effective algorithm for node placement should take intoconsideration the combined placement possibilities and limitations along all the networkand not just among neighbor virtual nodes. In order to do this, we propose an improvedalgorithm that removes candidates that represent inadequate choices and a back-trackingmechanism to correct wrong choices.In section 3.3 we propose new formulas to calculate node and link stress in order toimprove the final mapping results. In 3.4 we propose formulas to calculate the stress ofphysical servers, so that the algorithm presented in [41] can be improved in order to considerthe mapping of cloud resources, more specifically virtual servers, together with VN routingnodes and links.
3.1.1 Discrete event simulator
To evaluate the results of the proposed changes and additions mentioned in section 3.1a discrete event simulator inspired by Chowdhury et al. [16] was built, which allows anevaluation of mapping algorithms considering parameters that are related with costs andrevenues through a simulation of a scenario where requests for VNs come and go, similarlyto what would happen in a real environment. The goal of this simulator is to recreate theenvironment of an operator that possesses a physical network and receives VN requests tobe mapped. The physical resources are gradually occupied over time, with the allocation ofRAM and link bandwidth, among other things, to virtual resources and networks. Mappingdecisions are made and VNs might be or not accepted depending on the amount of freeresources available and the mapping algorithms finding a viable mapping solution or not.The averaged time use of the physical resources is registered so that final statistics aboutthe use of the physical resources can be produced.This simulator randomly generates a physical substrate, according to a set of input pa-rameters, and it also generates a set of VNs to be mapped, with a corresponding set of
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arrival times and lifetimes of the VNs (with the time intervals between arrivals and VN life-times being random variables exponentially distributed). In each repetition different physicalsubstrates and VN sets are generated, but the same substrates and VN sets are used forthe different mapping algorithms that are being compared. This simulator provides as re-sults the averaged time values for parameters such as the acceptance ratio of VN requests,RAM in use, HDD memory in use, Load in use, virtual machines per node, occupied band-width, mapped virtual bandwidth and the mapping time for the algorithms. This process issummarized in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Flow Diagram for the Discrete Events Simulator.
In each of the following sections we included some results from the tests made using thissimulator in order to compare different algorithms and cost calculation formulas. For eachsection, a central case scenario was designed and different parameters (e.g. frequency ofVN requests, number of nodes of the physical network) were separately changed in order tobetter evaluate the performance of the different algorithms.
3.2 VN Mapping - Considering node placement interdependency
The algorithm proposed by Nogueira [41] and presented in the State of the Art chaptertries to optimize node and link placement simultaneously, considering a cost value for theplacement of each node in a certain candidate host and link costs to connect to the virtualneighbors candidates. This kind of method takes into consideration, for each virtual node,the placement of this node and its virtual neighbors, but fails to consider the complexitythat large networks present, where the placement of a virtual node might critically effecton the placement of another virtual node that is several virtual links away. For instance, ifa physical network includes several links that are not able to accommodate certain or allvirtual links (e.g. virtual links with large bandwidth requirements, links with more restrictivesecurity requirements, etc), these algorithms might fail to find a mapping solution.Our proposal is to start from the mapping algorithm presented by Nogueira [41] andmake it aware of this dependence. This way, we aim to remove from the candidate list ofeach virtual node the candidates that cannot be used as hosts for that virtual node. We alsopropose a back-tracking mechanism to correct wrong placement choices.
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3.2.1 Interdependency mapping
The algorithm proposed by Nogueira [41] starts by producing a list of physical nodesthat possess the adequate hardware features to host each virtual node: the virtual node’scandidate list. But, since we are dealing with networks, one should also consider that for aphysical node to be a candidate to host a certain virtual node it needs to be able to establisha physical connection with at least one of the candidates of each of the virtual node’sneighbors, according to the QoS requirements of the virtual link between them. Otherwiseit should not be considered a candidate, and it should be removed from the virtual node listof candidates. This removal also implies that other candidates that could only connect tothis candidate in order to have a link to the virtual node for which the removed candidatewas a applying should be removed as well, and so on.We propose that, for each virtual link, the algorithm verifies if there is at least onephysical path available, with the virtual link QoS requirements, between each pair of can-didates to the virtual source and destination of the link. These possibilities of connectionare registered and the candidates that don’t possess at least one possible connection to onecandidate of each virtual neighbor node to the virtual node they are applying are removed.Each candidate removal along the mapping algorithm is followed by a check of the remain-ing possible connections for the candidates that had possible connections to the removedcandidate, and a removal of those candidates will take place if appropriate, and so on. Let’stake the example of a VN and a physical network in which we want to map it, see Figure3.2 :
(a) VN - example (b) Physical Network - example
Figure 3.2: Example of a VN and the Physical Network in which is being mapped
Here we consider that we have a VN made up of 3 nodes - A, B and C - each of themhaving a set of candidates which is represented with their letter and numbers in Figure3.2(b). We consider that the physical link between B2 and B3 is unfit to host any virtual link(the reason is irrelevant). If we would map the possible connections between each pair ofcandidates to each pair of virtual neighbor nodes we would get a representation as depictedin Figure 3.3.In this case, every candidate node would be checked up after the mapping of the possibleconnections. Those that didn’t have at least one connection to other virtual neighbor nodescandidates would be removed. This is the case of candidates B3 and B4 who don’t haveany possible connection to any candidate of C, which is a virtual neighbor of B. So, B3and B4 would be removed. As a consequence, A2 would also not have any connection to
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the possible connections
any candidate of node B, the neighbor of virtual node A, thus eliminating candidate A2 too.Since now we only have candidate A1 for virtual node A, A will be mapped to A1. Thefollowing virtual node with less candidates is B. We can choose B1 or B2 to host B. If wechoose B1, B2 will be removed together with its connections to A1 and to C1, C2 and C3.But these candidates won’t be removed since they still have possible connections to thevirtual neighbors candidates. Afterwards, a physical host for node C is chosen, for example,C2. If we had not used this procedure to remove unfit candidates, we might have started byselecting A2 to host the virtual node A. Afterwards we would choose C1, C2 or C3 to hostC. But when we got to B we would see that none of the candidates to B would be able toconnect to A2 and to C1, C2 or C3 simultaneously, thus we wouldn’t find a mapping solution.
3.2.2 Back-tracking mechanismAlthough this method removes several inadequate candidates, there are some situationswhere inadequate candidates are not found to be inadequate before they are chosen as hosts.What happens is that, due to the complexity of the network of possible connections, thesenodes can only remain as possible candidates to a certain virtual node if other candidatesto the same virtual node remain as candidates. Therefore, if one of these nodes is chosen ashost for the virtual node, other candidates to the virtual node are promptly removed and thesubsequent process of removals will make the chosen host to be unable to connect to othercandidates, since those candidates that it could connect to were also removed. This willrender the candidate unable to host the virtual node and empty the list of candidates of thatvirtual node, making all other candidates to all other virtual nodes inadequate candidates.For example, if we have a case where the representation of possible connections isas in Figure 3.4, none of the candidates will be removed at the start check. But, if wechoose candidate A1 to host A, A2 and A3 will be removed and, as a consequence, all othercandidates to all other nodes will be removed too, thus making A1 an unfit choice.We propose that, before selecting a candidate node as host for a certain virtual node, the
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Figure 3.4: Example of a matrix of possible connections for a certain VN and a physicalnetwork
candidates list of each virtual node and data of the current possible connections are saved.If the selection of this candidate makes all other candidates for all other virtual nodesinadequate, the data is restored and the chosen candidate, now known to be inadequate,is removed from the candidate list and a new candidate is chosen. If there are no morecandidates the algorithm ends without finding a mapping solution.Using this method for the case of Figure 3.4, it would mean that after selecting A1 thedata of the possible connections would be saved. Upon seeing that A1 was an unfit choice,the data of the possible connections would be reloaded, and A1 would be removed, thusmaking A3, B3 and C3 the mapping solution for A, B, C, which is in fact the only mappingsolution available. This process is represented in Figure 3.5. The complete pseudo-code ofthe proposed algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2.In order to verify the impact of these changes in the algorithm, we used the discreteevent simulator presented in 3.1.1, while changing variables such as the number of virtualand physical links requiring or offering high security, the rate of VNs to map per time unitand the number of nodes in the physical network. The mapping algorithm by Nogueira [41]is referred as "Short Interdependency", since it only considers the virtual nodes neighborswhen mapping a virtual node. The Algorithm proposed here and described in Algorithm 2is referred as "Long Interdependency" since it considers the influence of all virtual nodesplacement on each other’s placement.The parameters used to create the physical substrates and the VNs for the central sce-nario are summarized on tables 3.1 and 3.2. In this section the parameters for the frequencyof VN requests, number of substrate nodes, and amount of links with high-security charac-teristics were changed one at a time while all others remained the same as they were inthe tables describing the Simulation Scenario 1 values. Confidence intervals are for 90%probability. We consider that physical link with high security are reserved for virtual linksdemanding high security levels, and that a virtual link with high security can only be mappedover a physical path made of links offering high security levels. Average VN life time is of
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo-Code of the Mapping Algorithm considering Long Interdependencyinput : Substrate (Substrate Network) , VRequest (Requested VNet)output: VMap (Mapped VN)1 foreach Link i in Substrate.Links do
2 SLS (i) =∑NVj ∑LVjk ((SLVj (kj )|kj ⊇ i)) ;3 end4 foreach Node i in Substrate.Nodes do
5 SNi = ∑NVj ∑NVjn Λ(nj ,i)δ+Free RAM·CPU Freq·(N.CPU - Load) ;6 end7 foreach Node n in VRequest .Nodes do8 foreach Node i in Substrate.Nodes do9 if MeetsNodeConstraints(n, i) then10 n.Candidates.Add(i) ;11 end12 end13 end14 foreach Link v in VRequest do15 foreach SourceCandidate s in Link(v ).SourceNode.Candidates do16 foreach DestCandidate d in Link(v ).DestNode.Candidates do17 if MeetsLinkConstraints(v ,Path(CSFP_Dijkstra(s,d))) then18 PossibleConnections(Link(v).SourceNode, s, Link(v).DestNode, d) = true;19 else20 PossibleConnections(Link(v).SourceNode, s, Link(v).DestNode, d) = false;21 end22 end23 end24 end25 foreach Node i in VRequest do26 foreach Node j connected to Node i do27 foreach SourceCandidate s in Node(i).Candidates do28 if NumferOf(PossibleConnections(i, s, j, j.candidates )==true)==0 then29 RemoveCandidate(i, s);30 end31 end32 end33 end34 while ∃ Node x in VRequest .Nodes | NumberOf(Node(x).Candidates) >1 do35 n = SelectUnmappedNodeWithLessCandidates(VRequest .Nodes);36 foreach SourceCandidate v in n.Candidates do37 pi(v ) = 0 ;38 foreach Link k connected to n do39 ConnectedVNode=GetLinkDestination(k) ;40 foreach DestCandidate u in ConnectedVNode.Candidates do41 D(v ,u)= Cost(CSFP_Dijkstra(v ,u)) ;42 end43 pi(v ) = pi(v ) +∑u∈VC D(v, u) · SNv ;44 end45 end46 n.Map = v : pi(v ) = min(pi) ;47 SaveData(ListsOfCandidates, PossibleConnections);48 foreach Candidate j in n.Candidates \ n.Map do49 RemoveCandidate(i,j);50 end51 if NumberOf(i.Candidates)==0, ∀ i in VRequest .Nodes then52 RestoreData(ListsOfCandidates, PossibleConnections);53 RemoveCandidate(i,i.Map);54 end55 end56 foreach Node n in VRequest .Nodes do57 VMap.Nodes ∪ n ;58 foreach Link k connected to n do59 ConnVNode=GetLinkDestination(k) ;60 VMap.Links ∪ CSFP_Dijkstra(n.Map,ConnVNode.Map) ;61 end62 end 28
Figure 3.5: Flow Diagram of the last part of the proposed mapping algorithm including thebacktracking mechanism (in blue).
20 time units. Unless explicitly changed, 2 VNs are requested per time unit on average, andthe physical network is made of 35 nodes.
N. CPUs {2; 4; 6; 8}CPU Frequency (GHz) {2.0 to 3.2 in 0.2 steps }RAM Memory (GB) {2; 4; 6}Link Bandwidth (Mbps) {800; 1200}High security links (%) {30}
Table 3.1: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 1 - Physical Network Nodes and Links’ param-eters pool.
N. CPUs {1; 2; 3; 4 }CPU Frequency (GHz) {2.0 to 3.2 in 0.1 steps }RAM Memory (MB) {64; 128; 256; 512 }Link Bandwidth (Mbps) {34.368 139.264 }High security links (%) {30}
Table 3.2: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 1 - VN Nodes and Links’ parameters pool.
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3.2.3 Simulation Tests and Results
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.6: Rate of VNs requests accepted for the algorithms with Short Interdependencyand Long Interdependency
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.7: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) RAM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) RAM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.8: Ratio of RAM in use over Total Substrate RAM for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) VM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) VM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.9: Average Number of VMs per Substrate Node for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) Acceptance Ratio vs. % of Secure Links
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. % of Secure VirtualLinks
Figure 3.10: Rate of VNs requests accepted for the algorithms with Short Interdependencyand Long Interdependency
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. % of Secure Links
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. % of Secure VirtualLinks
Figure 3.11: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) RAM Ratio vs. % of Secure Links
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(b) RAM Ratio vs. % of Secure Virtual Links
Figure 3.12: Ratio of RAM in use over Total Substrate RAM for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) VM Ratio vs. % of Secure Links
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(b) VM Ratio vs. % of Secure Virtual Links
Figure 3.13: Average Number of VMs per Substrate Node for the algorithms with ShortInterdependency and Long Interdependency
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(a) Acceptance Probability vs. Number of VNnodes
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Figure 3.14: Acceptance probability and mapping time vs VN size for the algorithms withShort Interdependency and Long Interdependency
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3.2.4 Discussion
In figure 3.6 we have plotted the results for the acceptance ratio, which is the numberof VN requests accepted, this meaning that they were successfully mapped and embedded,over the total number of VN requests. First of all we can see that the acceptance ratiodecreases as the frequency of the VN requests increases. This is due to the increase in thenumber of VN requests, which is larger than the increase in number of accepted requests.In spite of this the real number of accepted requests increases. One can also see in Figure3.6(b) that the acceptance ratio increases as the number of substrate node increases. Thisis very expectable, since the increase in the amount of node resources and link resourceswill allow for more VNs to be embedded in the physical network. If one compares bothalgorithms, it is possible to see that the algorithm that considers the long interdependencyof the node placement is able to map the VNs in a way that allows the physical network toembed more VNs than the algorithm which only considers the interdependency of the nodeneighbors placement.Although the ratio of accepted requests is an important parameter it should not beconsidered alone, since it does not distinguish the mapping and embedding of small VNsfrom the large ones. This is relevant since the amount of virtual resources in use will alsocorrespond revenues and costs for the infrastructure operator.The first additional parameter we consider is the bandwidth ratio. The bandwidth ratiois the ratio of the virtual bandwidth of the embedded VNs and the maximum amount ofbandwidth that the links of the physical network can provide. It is calculated as the sumof the bandwidth of the virtual links for the VNs, and as the sum of the bandwidth of thephysical links for the physical networks. In Figure 3.7 we can see in continuous lines theamount of virtual bandwidth of the embedded VNs divided by the total bandwidth of thesubstrate network. In dotted lines we can see the amount of bandwidth of the substrate thatis being used by the VNs, divided by the total bandwidth of the physical network. This valuesare not the same because a virtual link can span through one or more physical links. It alsomeans that the bandwidth in use on the substrate will always be larger than the bandwidthof the virtual links it hosts. This provides a great opportunity for optimization, since a bettermapping should be able to reduce the amount of substrate bandwidth necessary to host thevirtual links. The same is not possible to do for the node resources since, for example, 3 GBof RAM for a virtual resource will always require 3 GB of RAM in the physical network.In Figure 3.7 we can see that the bandwidth ratio, just as the occupied bandwidth ofthe substrate, increases together with the frequency of the VN requests. As the number ofaccepted requests increases, there are also more VNs embedded and more virtual bandwidthis being hosted. A different behavior occurs when increasing the number of substrate nodes.First, the bandwidth ratio increases, then it stabilizes and then it decreases. It is not hard tounderstand why this happens. When the number of physical nodes is small a lot of networkscan’t be mapped and are rejected, especially the larger ones that represent greater amountsof virtual bandwidth. When the number of physical nodes increases, the number of physicallinks and substrate bandwidth also increases, but the amount of VNs and virtual bandwidththat becomes embeddable increases even more, therefore increasing the bandwidth ratio. Asthe number of substrate nodes continues to grow, most VNs are already being mapped, sothe increase in substrate bandwidth will not cause a proportional increasing of the virtualbandwidth being mapped, which causes the bandwidth ratio to fall.Moreover, we can also observe in this Figure that the long interdependency algorithm
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performs better than the short one. More virtual bandwidth is made available of the samesubstrates and for the same sets of VN requests. It is especially relevant to see that thedifference in performance is most noticed when the physical network as a smaller numberof nodes. In this situation, when less mapping options are available and mapping is harder(which is noticeable by the small acceptance ratio for 15 substrate nodes on Figure 3.6(b)),it’s when the long interdependency algorithm seems to be a better choice when compared tothe short one. When the number of substrate nodes increases and reaches 45 the differenceof performance gets smaller until there’s almost no difference and the algorithms have verysimilar values for virtual bandwidth embedded and substrate bandwidth in use. On theother hand, we can also see that when the frequency of the VN requests increases in Figure3.7(a), the performance of the algorithms exhibits a larger difference. This might be dueto the fact that, as the frequency of the requests increases more VNs are accepted andthe network becomes more saturated, making some links unavailable. This will allow thelong interdependency algorithm to find solutions where the short interdependency algorithmwouldn’t be able to find.The same kind of behavior which was described for the bandwidth ratio can be observedin Figure 3.8, regarding the RAM ratio, and in Figure 3.9, regarding the VM ratio. The RAMratio is measured as the time average RAM allocated to virtual resources over the total RAMof the substrate. The VM ratio is measured as the time average of the number of virtualmachines in each physical node.We have also tested what happens when we change the amount of links in the physicalsubstrate offering high-security properties and the amount of virtual links requiring high-security. In Figure 3.10(a) we can see how having the same percentage of security links inthe virtual and physical networks, while changing that percentage simultaneously for bothof them, affects the VN acceptance ratio. On Figure 3.10(b) we can see what happens whensubstrate links with security remain at 30% and virtual links with security go from 10% to50%.Observing Figure 3.10(a) we can see that, as the number of these links increases inboth physical and VNs, the acceptance ratio decreases and then increases again. Thisphenomenon is due to the initial difficulty in finding physical paths for the growing numberof virtual links with security when there are few physical security links, but it is alleviatedwhen the number of high-security links in the substrate network rises to significant levels.The long interdependency algorithm performs better, especially when the number of securitylinks in both physical and VNs increases. It should be noted that even when none of the linksrequires or offers security, therefore rendering the security factor as if it was not present,the improvement in the algorithm performance is significant. This is due to the considerationof other limiting characteristics of the links such as the available bandwidth.On the other hand, in Figure 3.10(b) we can see that when we set the physical amountof security links and increase the number of virtual links with high-security requirements,the acceptance ratio falls. This is expectable due to the few links available to host the evergrowing number of virtual security links.These behaviors are also evident in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.We took also a look in more detail to the Scenario 1, where the number of physicalnodes is set at 35, the frequency of VN requests is set at 2 per time unit and 30% of thelinks in physical and VNs are deemed as high-security links. In Figure 3.14 one can seehow the number of nodes of a VN influences the likelihood that the VN is accepted and thecorresponding mapping time.
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We can see that VNs with more nodes are less likely to be embedded and take moretime to be mapped. The evolution of the times is not linear, and there is a decrease in thegrowth of the mapping times, which is possibly due to the fact that larger networks are lesslikely to be successfully mapped and therefore take less time being mapped than if theysucceeded.The long interdependency algorithm is able to embed more VNs but it takes longer timeto map. So we have a trade-off between the quality of the algorithm and the time it takesto perform. Since the mapping time can be greatly reduced by running the algorithm in amachine with higher performance, it seems to me that this should not prevent the operatorfrom using an algorithm that will allow him to map more VNs and virtual machines whileusing the same physical infrastructure, therefore increasing significantly the revenues ofselling those virtual resources while maintaining or slightly increasing the costs for thephysical infrastructure.
3.3 VN Mapping - Cost calculation for node and link placement
In [41] a heuristic algorithm based on cost calculation to choose the best node and linkplacement is presented and some results are discussed. In this section we take the algorithmproposed in the previous section, which is based in [41] but considers long interdependency,and we observe what happens when we change the ways of calculating node and link stresswith the aim of maximizing the amount of virtual resources that it is possible to embed indifferent substrate networks. In the following sections we will present new formulas togetherwith comparative results from the simulator tests and a brief analysis of these results. Theparameters used are the same as in Scenario 1, except that we consider that all links havethe same security characteristics.
3.3.1 Node Stress - Considering the CPU frequency
In [41] the node stress formula is written so that nodes with higher CPU frequencies willhave lower stress values:
SN = Number of Active VMsδ + Free RAM · CPU Freq · (N.CPU - Load) (3.1)This option was made based on the consideration that nodes with higher CPU frequencieshave more computer power and thus should be able to host more virtual nodes. With a lowerstress value as the CPU frequency increases, these nodes will be more prone to be selectedcompared to nodes with lower CPU frequencies. We argue that, since a physical node canonly host virtual nodes with equal or lower CPU frequencies than its own CPU frequency, itis the physical nodes with lower CPU frequencies that should be more prone to be selected,since they can only be candidates to a small part of the virtual nodes. This way, we wouldprevent physical nodes with lower CPU frequencies from being underused and those withhigher CPU frequencies from being overwhelmed with virtual nodes of all frequencies andpossibly so full that they cannot accommodate virtual nodes with high CPU frequencies thatcan only be hosted by these nodes. In order to achieve this we propose that CPU frequencyis not considered when calculating the node stress, or considered in a way that lowers the
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stress of nodes with lower CPU frequencies, as shown in the following node stress formulas:
SN = Number of Active VMsδ + Free RAM · (N.CPU - Load) (3.2)
SN = Number of Active VMs · CPU Freqδ + Free RAM · (N.CPU - Load) (3.3)
3.3.2 Simulation Tests and Results
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.15: Rate of VNs requests accepted for different Node Stress formulas - use of theCPU Freq parameter
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.16: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for different Node Stress formulas- use of the CPU Freq parameter
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(a) RAM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) RAM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.17: Ratio of RAM in use over Total Substrate RAM for different Node Stress formulas- use of the CPU Freq parameter
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(a) VM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) VM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.18: Average Number of VMs per Substrate Node for different Node Stress formulas- use of the CPU Freq parameter
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3.3.3 Discussion
Using the discrete event simulator to compare the use of the different formulas regardingthe use of the CPU Freq parameter to calculate the node stress, the results shown infigures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 were obtained. Analyzing the figures, one cannot concludewhich formula is the best, as none of them is consistently nor significantly better than theothers. What this might indicate is that the use of the CPU Freq parameter in the formulais irrelevant, so the parameter might be omitted in order to have a simpler formula for nodestress calculation, as it happens with one of the evaluated formulas.
3.3.4 Node Stress - Considering available RAM and Load
RAM and Load are the parameters in the stress node formula that represent an amountof a limited resource that is progressively occupied. In equation 3.1 the stress of the physicalnodes is inversely proportional to the amount of free Load and RAM. This option is based onthe consideration that a network with a balanced amount of free resources in the nodes willbe able to maximize the amount of virtual resources it can map and embed. We argue thatthis is a good approach to balance the amount of free resources in the nodes, but it will haveas trade-off longer physical paths for the virtual links between the nodes (since more distantnodes might be chosen if they have more free resources). Since virtual nodes always occupythe same amount of physical resources in any physical node, special attention should bepayed to the amount of physical links used to map the virtual links, since one might savebandwidth by using shorter paths and, as stated in [41], the bandwidth of the physical linksrepresents the main limiting constraint to the amount of embeddable virtual resources. Inorder to prevent long physical paths from being used when the occupation of the nodes isnot at a critical level, we propose that node stress is calculated as in equation 3.4.
SN = Number of Active VMsCPU Freq · (1 + k · LoadmedN.CPU - Load ) · (1 + k · RAMmedReqRAMfree ) (3.4)
In this equation, RAMmedReq represents the average RAM of the virtual nodes andLoadmed represents the average Load increase for each virtual node embedded. k rep-resents a constant value. This way, when calculating the potential of the candidate nodes(which is a product of the link cost and node stress) , link cost will be the most important pa-rameter, until the considered nodes achieve a critical occupation state (that can be adjustedthrough constant k). In the simulations made we used k = 3.
3.3.5 Simulation Tests and Results
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.19: Rate of VNs requests accepted for different Node Stress formulas - consideringRAM and Load
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.20: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for different Node Stress formulas- considering RAM and Load
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(a) RAM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) RAM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.21: Ratio of RAM in use over Total Substrate RAM for different Node Stress formulas- considering RAM and Load
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(b) VM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.22: Average Number of VMs per Substrate Node for different Node Stress formulas- considering RAM and Load
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3.3.6 Discussion
Using the discrete event simulator to compare the use of the different formulas regardingthe use of the RAM and Load parameters to calculate the node stress, the results shownin figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 were obtained. Analyzing the figures, one can see thatthe proposed new node stress formula slightly improved the performance of the mappingalgorithm in all of the evaluated situations. It should be especially noted in figures 3.20(a)and 3.20(b) that the virtual bandwidth embedded using the new formula increases while thebandwidth occupied decreases, this means more revenue for less cost. It is also visible thatthe performance difference is larger when the number of physical nodes decreases and thefrequency of the VN requests increases.
3.3.7 Link Stress - Considering available bandwidth
In [41] link stress is the value of the bandwidth in use in the physical link:
SL = BWoccupied (3.5)
This option is based on the consideration that all physical links have the same bandwidth(or this bandwidth is not known) and that physical links with more bandwidth in use shouldnot be chosen. We argue that this option is good when trying to balance the link load, butit does not consider the heterogeneity of the physical links and it balances the amount ofoccupied bandwidth of the physical links at the expense of using more physical links, thusoccupying more physical resources. We propose 2 formulas to address theses problems. In3.6 we take into consideration the total amount of bandwidth of the physical link, while in3.7 we consider that the link cost should be determined by the number of physical linksoccupied by the virtual link until the amount of available bandwidth in the physical linksreaches a critical point. This critical point can be adjusted through the value of constant k.In the simulations made we used k = 3.New Formula 1:
SL = BWoccupiedBWtotal (3.6)
New Formula 2:
SL = 1 + k · BWmedReqBWfree (3.7)
3.3.8 Simulation Tests and Results
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.23: Rate of VNs requests accepted for different Link Stress formulas
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.24: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for different Link Stress formulas
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(a) RAM Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) RAM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.25: Ratio of RAM in use over Total Substrate RAM for different Link Stress formulas
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(b) VM Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.26: Average Number of VMs per Substrate Node for different Link Stress formulas
3.3.9 Discussion
Using the discrete event simulator to compare the use of the different formulas regardingthe use of the bandwidth values of the physical links to calculate the link stress, the results
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shown in figures 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 were obtained. Analyzing the figures, one can seethat using any of the three formulas does not change much in the algorithm performance.This means that the only required information in the formula is the occupied bandwidth.
3.4 VN & Cloud Mapping
The mapping of cloud resources was not considered until this moment. We propose totake the algorithm proposed in [41] and develop it in order to consider also cloud resources.We will consider the cloud resources as being virtual servers. The main difference from cloudresources (servers) to the other resources (routing nodes) is that we consider cloud resourcesto also include HDD memory. We also consider CPU frequency not to be a limiting parameterwhen choosing the server host. This way, we now have 2 parameters, RAM and HDD memory,that are requested by the virtual servers and that only physical resources for cloud hostingwith at least that amount of free resources can host. We consider that virtual servers aretreated in the same way as virtual routers, with the differences that their candidates arerestricted to physical servers (and virtual routers are restricted to physical routers) andtheir stress is calculated according to a different formula, which we named Server Stress.Server Stress is an indicator about how likely a physical server should be to host a virtualserver in comparison with other servers. This indicator is used on the mapping algorithm tocalculate the potential of a certain candidate server to host a virtual server. However, thispotential is not calculated only using Server Stress but also considering the Link Stressesof the physical links which might be used to host virtual links if the virtual server is mappedon the physical server. This interplay between Server Stress and Link Stress (with the LinkStresses aggregated in the Link Cost indicator) allows for a node placement that considersboth the servers’ characteristics as well as the network characteristics.We propose 3 formulas for the calculation of server stress: Formula 1, expressed inequation 3.8, has a similar structure to 3.1 and considers HDD memory the same way itconsiders the RAM; Formula 2, in equation 3.9, takes into account both the physical nodeavailable resources and the virtual node resource requests, trying to "fit" the virtual nodein a physical node with a "profile" of free RAM and HDD memory resources similar to thevirtual node requests; and Formula 3, eq. 3.10, considers HDD memory the same way thatRAM and Load are considered in formula 3.4, with k = 3.Formula 1:
SS = Number of Active VMsδ + Free RAM · Free HDD · (N.CPU - Load) (3.8)Formula 2:
SS = Number of Active VMsN.CPU - Load+ δ · RAMfreeRAMfree - RAMreq + δ · HDDfreeHDDfree - HDDreq + δ (3.9)Formula 3:
SS = Number of Active VMs · (1+ k · LoadmedN.CPU - Load ) · (1+ k · RAMmedReqRAMfree ) · (1+ k ·HDDmedReqHDDfree )(3.10)
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The characteristics of the virtual servers and routing nodes, link and physical serversand routing nodes are represented in tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The characteristics of thevirtual servers were based upon the virtual servers made available by Amazon.com [11].
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N. CPUs {2; 4; 6; 8}CPU Frequency (GHz) {2.0 to 3.2 in 0.2 steps }RAM Memory (GB) {2; 4; 6}Link Bandwidth (Mbps) {800; 1200}
Table 3.3: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 2 - Physical Network Nodes and Links’ param-eters pool.
N. CPUs {8; 16; 32; 64}HDD Memory (GB) {6400; 12800; 25600 }RAM Memory (GB) {256; 512; 1024}
Table 3.4: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 2 - Physical Network Servers’ parameters pool.
N. CPUs {1; 2; 3; 4 }CPU Frequency (GHz) {2.0 to 3.2 in 0.1 steps }RAM Memory (MB) {64; 128; 256; 512 }Link Bandwidth (Mbps) {34.368 139.264 }
Table 3.5: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 2 - VN Nodes and Links’ parameters pool.
N. CPUs {1; 2; 4; 8; 16; 32; 64 }HDD Memory (GB) {100; 200; 400; 800; 1600 }RAM Memory (GB) {2; 4; 8; 16; 32; 64 }
Table 3.6: VN Mapping Simulation Scenario 2 - VN Servers’ parameters pool.
3.4.1 Simulation Tests and Results
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(b) Acceptance Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.27: Rate of VNs requests accepted for different Server Stress formulas
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(a) Bandwidth Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) Bandwidth Ratio vs. Number of SubstrateNodes
Figure 3.28: Ratio of Virtual BW in use over Substrate BW for different Server Stressformulas
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(a) HDD Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) HDD Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.29: Ratio of HDD in use over Total Substrate HDD for different Server Stressformulas
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(a) RAM Ratio in Routing Nodes vs. VN Re-quest Rate
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(b) RAM Ratio in Routing Nodes vs. Numberof Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.30: Ratio of RAM in use in Routing Nodes over Total Substrate RAM in RoutingNodes for different Server Stress formulas
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(a) RAM Ratio in Server Nodes vs. VN RequestRate
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(b) RAM Ratio in Server Nodes vs. Number ofSubstrate Nodes
Figure 3.31: Ratio of RAM in use in Server Nodes over Total Substrate RAM in Server Nodesfor different Server Stress formulas
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(a) VR Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) VR Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.32: Average Number of VRs per Substrate Routing Node for different Server Stressformulas
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(a) VS Ratio vs. VN Request Rate
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(b) VS Ratio vs. Number of Substrate Nodes
Figure 3.33: Average Number of VSs per Substrate Server Node for different Server Stressformulas
3.4.2 DiscussionObserving the results for the simulations with different frequencies of VN requests anddifferent numbers of substrate nodes in Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.29, 3.30, 3.31, 3.32, 3.33, tocompare the different Server Stress formulas, one can see that the performance differenceis small. In spite of this, it’s visible that Formula 3, of eq. 3.10, performs better than theother formulas in almost all evaluated parameters and scenarios. It can be seen that thedifference grows larger as the frequency of the VN requests increases and particularly asthe number of substrate nodes increases. For example, when the number of substrate nodesis 55 (44 routing nodes and 11 server nodes), the acceptance ratio for Formula 3 is 90%,while for the other Formulas is about 86%. Analyzing this behavior it is expectable that forlarger numbers of substrate nodes and/or higher VN request frequencies the performancedifference will increase even more, thus making Formula 3 the best way of calculating theServer Stress.
3.5 Conclusions
The more virtual resources an operator can embed in his network, and thus sell to theclient that requests a VN, the more revenue it will have. This way, algorithms that allowthe embedding of a larger amount of virtual resources, even if at the cost of a worse loadbalancing, are more profitable, and therefore better algorithms from a commercial point ofview.After evaluating the algorithms as well as the different stress formulas proposed, thereare some conclusions we can take. First, the extension of the mapping algorithm to consider
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the long interdependency in node placement instead of just the neighbors placement (shortinterdependency) succeeds at enhancing the quality of the mapping decisions, allowing formore networks to be mapped and embedded successfully. However, it was also possible tosee that this comes at a cost of a longer mapping time. Second, the CPU Freq. parametermay not be used to calculate node stress, as its removal from the stress formula does notaffect the global mapping outcome. Third, it was observable that the new formula proposedto calculate node stress regarding Load and RAM performs better in all scenarios, whichindicates that it should be adopted. Fourth, the new formulas proposed to calculate linkstress do not change the global outcome when compared to the one already in use in theNVSS. Since the current formula needs less information and it is simpler than the otherformulas, it should be kept.As for the mapping of cloud resources it seems that, of the 3 different server stress formu-las proposed, the best one is Formula 3. This formula considers the average characteristicsrequests of the virtual servers and uses a non-linear approach to model the relation betweennode occupation and node stress.The consideration that stress should increase more as the remaining resources approacha critical level, while not changing much when the is a lot of free resources, seems to be asuccessful approach both for Node Stress as for Server Stress.
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Chapter 4
Platform Requirements Specification
4.1 Introduction
In the State of the Art chapter we presented the network virtualization platform NVSS.This VN platform possesses four main features: physical and VN and resource discovery,physical and VN monitoring, VN deployment and mapping in the physical substrate, andmanagement of VNs.These features provide a solid basis over which advanced mechanisms for virtual net-working can be developed. The new mechanisms that are presented in this chapter wereconceived considering that the operator aim is to maximize the revenue and reduce costs.This can be achieved through the optimization and consolidation of the already implementedfeatures, as in the improvement of the mapping algorithms, and through the inclusion of newfeatures that offer new solutions for the clients.The resulting platform contains tools for the operators to provide two types of solutions:a VN solution where the complete VN, which might include cloud resources, is designedby the client, and a solution where cloud resources and connectivity between sites arerequested and provided without the client having to design the complete network, similarlyto a VPN. Tools to manage physical and virtual cloud resources are also added, so thatthe platform can distinguish the different types of resources. This includes new mappingmechanisms which perform integrated mapping of both network and cloud.The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the main advanced mechanismsthat shall be added to the platform. It also introduces the intended uses, interfaces andperformance of the platform. The base features of the platform, the user classes, operatingenvironment, constraints and dependencies, and the performance, security and softwarequality requirements have already been presented in the State of the Art chapter and willnot be presented here since they remain mostly unchanged.
4.2 Advanced Mechanisms Overall Description
The main advanced mechanisms added to the NVSS platform can be described in twoparts.The first of them is CC. The base features of the NVSS included the design, mappingand enforcement of VNs containing virtual routers as nodes but not servers. We propose
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an algorithm for server mapping, and offer the possibility to request, map and create virtualservers.The second advanced mechanism is providing connectivity, which is a feature that allowsthe user to specify what he needs in terms of connectivity by designing a hose model ofthe network. In a hose model the network is defined by the amount of bandwidth that eachresource can send to the network and receive from it. It does not specify a topology. In theend, the user will get a VN that respects the hose model that was specified and the cloudresources that were requested, in case they were requested.
4.3 System Advanced Mechanisms Details
4.3.1 VN & Cloud
CC is one of the hot areas of research and business investment nowadays. Server virtu-alization has enabled infrastructure operators to offer IT resources to enterprises and clientswho wish to outsource them in a way that creates a great reduction of infrastructure costsby sharing common infrastructure. This way, it is significant that a platform for VN andresource management can also deal with virtual and physical servers for CC.This feature allows the NVSS to discover which physical nodes are servers and to con-sider them in the graphical interface, both for the design of the VN as for the discovery ofthe physical and virtual resources. It also takes into account the HDD information of bothvirtual and physical servers in order to optimize the mapping of the virtual servers, accordingto the algorithm that was proposed in the Mapping Algorithms chapter.This way, the platform allows the design and creation of VNs together with Cloud re-sources.
4.3.2 VPN & Cloud
With this platform we have the possibility to design and enforce a complete VN. Thissolution is attractive to clients who need high-performing network services or who wish tohave a great degree of control over the network. However, this is just too much for clientswho only wish to have connectivity between their sites and possibly to use cloud resources.This feature allows the client who wishes to have connectivity and possibly to use cloudresources to select the sites which he wants to connect and the characteristics of the cloudresources he wishes to have available. Instead of designing the complete network topologythe client just needs to select the bandwidth requirements from and to each site and cloudresource according to a hose-model. This will allow the operator to act on two differentmarkets for network virtualization: on the one hand it will be able to provide full-blownVNs with cloud resources to clients who wish to provide high-performing services runningover the VN and/or have a great degree of control over the network. This is a servicewhich is attractive for companies who run very specific services over the network, such astelephone companies, for example. On the other hand the operator will be able to offer anintegrated solution to clients who require connectivity and cloud resources but don’t need orwish to design the complete network. These clients can request the VN through an easiermechanism and will still have full control over the VN created. Meanwhile, the operatorcan reduce costs by optimizing, according to its own needs, the network design phase. This
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solution is attractive for clients for whom the topology of the VN is not a critical aspect butstill wish to have a great degree of control over the network.This way, the operator will have an easy to use, automatic and optimized tool to reachout to clients who don’t care about the topology of the network, as long as the connectivityand cloud resource requirements are being respected.
4.4 Interface Requirements
In this section, the main user interactions will be analyzed, and so will the software’scommunication interfaces and semantics.
4.4.1 Use casesSeveral uses cases, shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2, can be considered. The ’Create VNet’action can be performed by an user in order to create a new VN with or without cloudresources. As an alternative, the Create VPN action can be used in order to request a VPNstyle network with or without Cloud resources. It is also possible to select a previously builtXML containing the description of a VN or a VPN which can be loaded resorting to the LoadVNet XML and Load VPN XML actions. After performing any one of these actions, a createdor loaded VN or VPN may be selected and additional actions may be performed to furtherspecify and configure it. The available actions can be observed in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Figure 4.1: Simplified VNet Creation and use-cases
In figure 4.2, different use cases are considered. One such example is the Get VNet/VPNaction which triggers a request for a VN or VPN that can be afterwards managed or mon-itored. Multiple requests for different VNs may be performed. The Manage VNet actionallows the user to delete the related VN or VPN, through the Delete VNet/VPN action, or
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Figure 4.2: Simplified VPN Creation and use-cases
to modify some parameters of a given resource such as its state, HDD memory and RAMby using the Modify Resource action. Monitoring actions are also available through theMonitor VNet/VPN action that allows the user to View Resource Properties.
4.4.2 User interfaceMain MenusIn order to easily allow the user to perform the previously specified actions, a userinterface is provided. The user interface provides the so-called coolbar with buttons whosefunctions can be easily identified by their icons. They perform VN and VPN build tasks,which are different as the user is configuring a VN or a VPN. Their function is, according tothe notation "VN function / VPN function" when different:
• New Virtual Router / New Site;
• New Virtual Server;
• New Link / New Hose Model Link;
• Delete Link / Delete Hose Model Link;
• Delete Resource;
• Commit VN / Commit VPN;
• Cancel Modifications;
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Besides these buttons, a menu bar is also provided, in the Actions menu the following actionsmay be performed:
• Create a new VN;
• Create a new VPN;
• Save the current VN or VPN to an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file;
• Load a VN or VPN from an XML file;
• Quit ;
There is also a Get VNet menu which will trigger a drop-down menu with the existingVNs and VPNs. Upon selecting one VN, a new tab will appear with the VN and subsequentupdates to that VN will be reflected in the Graphical User Interface (GUI).The last menu is the Help menu, which provides some information about the GUI.
Context MenusBy right-clicking in any one of the resource, a context menu will appear with the relatedoptions. The context menus will depend on the resource type and will provide informationabout the resources’ configuration and actions that can be executed.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter described the main advanced mechanisms for the platform, the intendeduses for them, and the graphical and software interfaces. New advanced mechanisms wereproposed such as VN & CC and VPN & CC and the considered use-cases explained. Thisserves as a reference for the development of the platform along the rest of this Thesis.
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Chapter 5
Software Implementation
5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide insight about the mechanisms through which thefeatures presented were added to the platform. In section 5.2 the main databases, classesand structures of the 3 modules of the platform will be presented. In the following sectionsit will be described how the different physical resources are identified and how VNs andVPNs are configured, designed and mapped.
5.2 Main Databases, Classes and Structures
5.2.1 Control CenterThere are six main databases in the Control Center modules (5.1), three containing dis-play objects and three other containing the resources’, links’ and virtual networks’ informa-tion.
Figure 5.1: Control Center’s Classes and Lists.
TheVNet database, called vnetList, uses a hash map to store its keys and values (figure5.2(a)). The keys are the unique VNet ID’s while the values are VNet Objects, representedon the class diagram of figure 5.2(b).The Resource database, implemented as a resourceList, is also based on hash maps. ItsResource objects store data according to the class diagram of figure 5.3(a). There can be twomain types of resources, physical (PNode) and virtual (VResource), and the latter can havethree types, either virtual node (VNode), virtual router (VRouter ) or virtual cloud (VCloud).The Link database also uses a hash map to store its link objects (figure 5.3(b)).
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(a) VNet list hash map. (b) VNet class.
Figure 5.2: Control Center’s VNet list hash map and class.
(a) Resource class. (b) Link class
Figure 5.3: Control Center’s Resource and Link classes.
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The remaining three databases store display objects. Starting with the Display VNetdatabase, its database is called displayVNetList and the hash map is similar to the previousones: the VNet ID is the key while the value is the DisplayVNet object.The DisplayComponent database uses a double hash map to store its data, the first keyis a VNetID. It leads to another hash map whose key is now the resource ID and the valueis a DisplayComponent object.Finally, the Display Link database utilizes a hash map whose key is a VNet ID thatleads to a linked list of DisplayLink objects. The Display objects are described by theclasses shown in figure 5.4
Figure 5.4: Control Center’s Display classes.
5.2.2 ManagerMain DatabasesThe Manager uses linked lists to store all its data. Regarding the resources’, links’and virtual networks’ data storage, there are 2 main databases: the VNet List is a linkedlist of pointers to VNet structures, each one containing a linked-list of pointers to VNetNodes which in turn also have a linked list of pointers to related Links. This hierarchical
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architecture optimizes resource and link searches. The full data structure hierarchies canbe seen on figure 5.5
Figure 5.5: Manager’s VNet Entry.
The second database is a redundant one, the Main Resource List is a linked list thatholds pointers to all the resources. This pointer database is kept for compatibility purposes.Each database has its own associated mutex, used for synchronizing access from multiplethreads.
Auxiliary DatabasesSince the Manager accepts connections to multiple Control Centers and Agents, thestorage of information regarding the connected modules is required. To that end, additionallinked lists exist that store the Agents’ and Control Centers’ information. These connectionentries are depicted in figure 5.6.The connected Agents’ data structure contains the necessary socket ID, physical resourceID, information about the Agent’s connection handler thread and the time of last contact.The data structure containing the Control Centers’ connection information is a bit morecomplex. It contains the Control Center’s ID, the requested VNets, a temporary list and aninternal message linked list used for sending messages to the respective Control Center.Thread synchronization and control variables are also included within this data structure.
Figure 5.6: Connected Agents and Control Centers Entries.
5.2.3 AgentJust like the Manager, the Agents also use linked lists to store their data. There aretwo main databases: The Main Resource List stores the information of all local resources ina linked list, while the Neighbor List stores information about the Agent’s neighbors, alsoin a linked list. The neighbor database encompasses both physical and virtual neighborinformation.
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(a) Node Entry. (b) Link DiscoveryEntry.
Figure 5.7: Node and Link Discovery Entries.
The access to each database is controlled by individual mutexes.As can be seen in figure 5.7(a), each node entry contains information about the resource’sCPU, RAM, HDDs and interfaces. There is also additional information about the resource,such as its ID and status. Synchronization variables deal with the concurrent access to theresource, since multiple threads may try to access it at the same time.
Auxiliary DatabasesBecause the discovery mechanism requires a pair of threads for sending and receivingper interface, a linked list exists containing control data structures. These control structurescontain relevant thread control variables and a message list for inter-thread communication,as well as the required data for the discovery algorithm, such as the Designated Root ID,as can be seen on figure 5.7(b).
5.3 Type of Resource Identification
The NVSS as described in the State of the Art considered that the virtual and physicalresources for the network nodes could be of 4 different types: router, server, switch andundefined. Although this was considered, physical resources would not be differentiated astheir type was not identified by any means. This meant that all physical resources would beconsidered of the undefined type and allowed for any physical resource to host any type ofvirtual resource. The virtual nodes’ type was also not registered after they were created in aphysical node, therefore loosing the information submitted by the Control Center regardingthe node’s type. This allowed the NVSS to support a physical network where differentiationof resources was not needed and to map and enforce virtual networks with only virtualrouters as nodes.
5.3.1 Server IdentificationOne of the new features specified for the NVSS is the support for creation and manage-ment of cloud resources, such as virtual servers. This requires the information submitted bythe control center to the Manager regarding the node type to be registered when the node
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is created, so that it is available when information about the virtual network needs to becollected and sent to the Manager. It also requires that physical nodes which host virtualrouters are treated differently from physical nodes whose function is to host virtual servers,such as the case of data centers.In order to do this, a new field for the type of the resource was added to the the XML filethat registers the information about each virtual node in the physical node where they werecreated. The functions from the Agent module that wrote and read that information werealso configured so that they would read and write that field together with the fields of thevirtual nodes that were already being wrote and read at node creation and node discovery.
5.3.2 Type of Node Identification
In order to allow the physical resource type to be identified, a file was placed in thexml_path folder with a name that allowed for a simple and quick retrieval of this data.Besides providing information about the type of resources (i.e., if it is a router, server, switchor undefined), these files also provide information about the type of routers that the physicalrouters represent in the operator’s network, which is an information that is considered whendesigning and mapping a VPN. This information is then used in a new attribute for theresources named TypeOfNode, which details the position of the node in the network, in thecases it is considered relevant.
5.4 VN & Cloud Configuration, Design and Mapping
When the user selects the Create New VNet command, the Control Center’s View threadwill create a new DisplayVNet object, and the related tab and drawing canvas. The followingevents are described in the next subsections.
5.4.1 Placing New Resources and Links
After selecting the Create New VNet command and specifying the name of the new VNet,the Control Center will show the tab associated to the new vnet, which is empty and wherethe user should place the virtual routers, servers and links to create a new virtual network.The drag-and-drop system allows the user to place new virtual servers or virtual routers asit wishes. For each router or server it places a new display object is created to place newresources and an object is created to manage the information of the resource that was justplaced.The user can also configure virtual links using the button of the coolbar associated withlink creation. As the user presses this button an event is activated so that a dialog boxappears requesting the origin and destination of the virtual link. The dialog box mechanismwill check if the link already exists or if it has the same source and destination beforeproceeding. If so, a warning message appears and the user can select the link source anddestination again or cancel the procedure. After selecting a valid source and destinationthe user can also set other parameters of the link such as bandwidth, latency and jitter. Anobject is created by the Control Center to be associated with each link that was placed andto contain its information.
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5.4.2 MappingUpon committing the network, the Control Center will translate the information from astructure to a message and send it to the Manager.
Figure 5.8: Flow diagram for when a new network is committed to the Manager
Figure 5.9: Flow diagram for the process of checking if the XML message received representsa new VN or VPN
The Manager will start by confirming if the message received is to create a new network.If it is, then it must verify if it corresponds to a VN or VPN. The resulting information willthen be used to route the message to the correct mapping function, according to if it is aVN or VPN. This decision process is described in Figure 5.8.If the XML message doesn’t have any cloud node the Manager will consider it a VN, seeFigure 5.9. As said before, when it verifies that the network is a VN, the Manager routesthe XML message to the VN mapping function.The first step of this function is to translate the XML message into a data structure.This translation process is long but simple, as it is merely the retrieval of values from theinformation fields of the XML message to the data structure, see Figure 5.10.After this translation, the Manager will use the information provided by the Agents aboutthe physical nodes to map the virtual nodes and links to the adequate physical nodes andlinks according to the algorithm proposed in the chapter Mapping Algorithms to map VN &Cloud, as described in Figure 5.11.If this mapping is successful a message will be sent to the Control Center so that theuser sees that the mapping procedure was successful. Otherwise a message will also besent but announcing the unsuccessful mapping procedure. If the VN was mapped the ControlCenter will then send a message to the Agents with information about which virtual nodesand links should be set up to enforce the network.
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Figure 5.10: Flow diagram for the conversion of the XML vnet to structure
Figure 5.11: Flow diagram for the VN mapping process
5.4.3 MonitoringAs the Agents start creating virtual nodes and virtual links, the changes in the physicaland virtual resources status will be detected by the monitoring thread, and the Agents willsend information to the Manager about their current status. This information will then besent to the Control Center so that the user is able to view what is happening with physicaland virtual networks.
5.5 VPN & Cloud Configuration, Design and Mapping
Figure 5.12: Options available from the dropdown Actions menu.
An option of "Create New VPN" was added to the Actions menu of the Control Center to
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allow the users to configure VPNs, see Figure 5.12. When the user selects the Create NewVPN command, the Control Center’s View thread will create a new DisplayVNet object,and the related tab and drawing canvas. The canvas will not be empty as a new objectrepresenting the inner network of the VPN is created and displayed as a red router with"VPN" written on it, as in Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13: Initial state of the tab for a new VPN
This element has the same characteristics as a common virtual router except for the typewhich is named "cloud", but it’s function is only of representation, which means that thecharacteristics of the element are irrelevant. Its’ aim is to allow the representation of theconfigured VPN in a hose model, where traffic in and out of the network are the referencesand not the full topology. The following events are described in the next subsections.
5.5.1 Placing New Sites, Cloud Resources and LinksAfter selecting the option to Create New VPN the user will be able to place the sites thatit wishes to connect to VPN, the Cloud resources it wishes to use and the links connectingboth the sites and the cloud resources to the VPN network, represented by the red routeralready displayed on the tab of this VPN.If the user wishes to place new sites it can do it by using the drag-and-drop systemon the elements that represent virtual routers. In the VPN creation mode these elementsrepresent the sites of the client which he wishes to connect. The user should configure theirlocation after placing them by right-clicking on them, as the location will be the key datato decide where to map the virtual network extremes which will connect to those sites. Asthe user does this the View Thread will create new display objects so the placed objectswill appear in the canvas and new display objects will be available to be placed. In parallelnew elements containing the data regarding those resources are created and saved.In order to place new cloud resources the user should do the same thing as it did withthe sites, but now placing virtual servers. These elements are configurable by right-clicking
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on them, which enables the user to set their HDD memory, RAM, number of cores, amongothers.As each site or virtual server is placed, the link creation dialog box is automaticallyactivated, so that the user can connect the site or virtual server to the VPN and select theamount of traffic going in and out the VPN from and to that point.
5.5.2 Design and Mapping of the corresponding VNUpon committing the network, the Control Center will translate the information from astructure to a message and send it to the Manager.
Figure 5.14: Flow diagram for the conversion of the XML VPN to structure
The Manager will then verify if it has received a VN or a VPN request, checking if thereis any resource in the XML message of the cloud type, and then it will translate it to theappropriate structure. This is the same that was described for VNs in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.If there is a cloud element in the XML message, the Manager will consider it a VPNand will convert it into a network where there is a Provider Edge router for each site andvirtual server. Then, it will create a full mesh between the Provider Edge routers and alink between each virtual server and the corresponding Provider Edge router. This is Step2 of Figure 5.15, which represents the steps from the configuration of the desired VPN-likenetwork to the mapping of nodes and links. The translation process is represented in Figure5.14. For each site, the corresponding Provider Edge routers will store information regardingthe site location, but a virtual link will not be created between Provider Edge router andthe corresponding site, since the site of the client is not controllable by the platform so thatthe virtual link can be built.After this procedure the Manager will pre-map the virtual network that it built on theprevious step.This means that it will map the virtual network nodes as if this was a normal virtualnetwork except for the following differences: Provider Edge virtual routers can only be
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Figure 5.15: Steps from receiving the XML message from the visualizer until the mapping ofboth nodes and links in a VPN-like case.
mapped in Provider Edge physical routers; different Provider Edge routers can be mappedon the same physical Provider Edge router; the link cost will be 0 for virtual links whereno physical link is involved, which is the case of the virtual links between Provider Edgeshosted by the same physical Provider Edge router. This is represented in the third step ofFigure 5.16. The larger mapping process, including the translation of the XML message isdepicted in 5.15.Using the information of this pre-mapping the Manager will remove virtual Provider Edgerouters from the virtual network until there are no virtual Provider Edge routers sharing thesame physical Provider Edge routers, removing also the attached links. This process isrepresented in Figure 5.17.After doing this, the Manager will reset the full mesh between the remaining virtualProvider Edge Routers (now only one virtual Provider Edge Router per physical node) and
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Figure 5.16: Flow diagram for the VPN mapping process
create links from them to the virtual servers whose virtual Provider Edge Routers wereremoved. Each virtual server is connected to the virtual Provider Edge Router that is hostedon the physical Provider Edge where the virtual server’s Provider Edge Router was mapped.The bandwidth of all the links is reset to the appropriate values to comply with the hose-model.After resetting the virtual network and having all the virtual Provider Edge routers andvirtual servers mapped from the pre-map phase, the Manager will then proceed to map thevirtual links connecting the virtual nodes. Both the virtual topology reconfiguration phaseand the link mapping stage are depicted in Step 4 of Figure 5.15. After nodes and links aremapped the Manager will create a message with the mapping information and send it to theAgents so that they will create the virtual routers and servers and also the virtual links.
5.5.3 MonitoringAs this is enforced by the Agents, the changes in the resources status and topology arenoticed by the monitoring thread of the Agents. The information about them is then sent tothe Manager which will send it to the Control Centers so that the user is able to monitor thephysical and virtual networks. At this stage, the user sees the virtual network and resourcesas it would see in a common VN: virtual routers and virtual servers connected through virtuallinks.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the main databases, structures and classes of the three modules of theNVSS were described. It was also made a high-level description of the sequence of actionsthat enforce each new feature of the virtualization platform.
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Figure 5.17: Flow diagram for the reconfiguration mechanism of VPNs.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Tests & Results
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will present and analyze some experimental results related with theperformance of the developed virtualization platform and with the algorithms proposed. Wewill also test the impacts of network virtualization on virtual network traffic.We will start by describing the experimental testbed in 6.2. In 6.3 we will evaluate VN& cloud and VPN & cloud mapping decisions. This will be made my mapping consecutively39 similar VNs and VPNs of 3 nodes (1 virtual server + 2 virtual routers) and analyzing theresults in terms of node occupation and placement decisions.In the next section, 6.4 we want to evaluate the dependence of mapping times from thenumber of nodes on the VNs and VPNs. Thus, we will map VNs and VPNs from 2 to 4 nodes(1 virtual server and the remaining virtual routers) without any preexisting virtual networksin the physical network and analyze the mapping times.Finally, an experiment with different numbers of virtual networks and different valuesfor traffic bandwidth will be presented and the practical impact on traffic shaping will bestudied in 6.5.The chapter ends with the discussion and overview of the main results in 6.6.
6.2 Testbed Description & General Assumptions
The testbed is composed of 6 physical nodes and is connected according to figure 6.1,obtained from the developed virtualization platform and modified to indicate the nodes roles.The main specifications of the substrate nodes may be found in table 6.1.
6.3 Mapping decisions
Different proposals have been presented for virtual network mapping algorithms. In thissection we will see how the algorithm we proposed in section 3.2 performs in an experimentaltestbed. The quality of the mapping process will be evaluated, in order to access theperformance of the proposed algorithm in an experimental environment.
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Figure 6.1: Testbed Network with indication of the machines roles.
Node Susan Lynette Gabrielle Bree Eddie MaryCPU Model IntelPentiumD950
IntelPentiumD950
Intel Core2 DuoE6400
Intel XeonE3110 Intel XeonX3220 Intel XeonX3330
CPU Freq. 3.40GHz 3.40GHz 2.13GHz 3.00 GHz 2.40GHz 2.66GHzCPU Cores 2 2 2 2 4 4CPU Threads 4 4 2 2 4 4HDD Memory 89GB 40GB 145GB 195GB 303GB 277GBRAM Amount 6GB 6GB 4GB 6GB 6GB 6GBRAM Freq. 533MHzDDR2 667MHzDDR2 533MHzDDR2 667MHzDDR2 667MHzDDR2 667MHzDDR2
Table 6.1: Testbed specification.
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(a) VN to be mapped (b) Output example
Figure 6.2: Input and output case of the mapped VN
6.3.1 MethodologyFor the first part of this experiment we have designed a standard virtual network tobe mapped, which is presented in figure 6.2. Virtual node VR1 is restricted to be mappedeither in Susan or in Eddie, by using geographical restrictions, while VR2 is restricted to bemapped on Gabrielle. Virtual server ServA can be mapped either in Mary as in Lynette. Weerased all pre-existing virtual networks and mapped 39 of this virtual networks in sequence,and repeated this process 3 times. Values of node occupation as a function of the numberof pre-existing virtual networks were registered and analyzed.
(a) VPN to be mapped (b) Output example
Figure 6.3: Input and output case of the mapped VPN
For the second part we have designed a VPN request with 2 sites and 1 virtual server.SiteA location is such that its PE Router must be either in Susan or Eddie, while for SiteBits PE Router must be in Gabrielle. Virtual server ServA can be mapped either in Mary orin Lynette. The VPN input figure is represented in Figure 6.3.As before, values for node occupation as a function of the number of pre-existing virtualnetworks were registered and analyzed. The graphs present average occupation values and90% confidence intervals.
6.3.2 Tests & ResultsVN & CloudIn Figure 6.4 we can see the occupation in the server machines. In each mapped VNthere is a virtual server which can be mapped either in Mary or in Lynette. We can see
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Figure 6.4: VN& Cloud Mapping: Occupation of Physical Servers
that Lynette has a lot more free HDD memory than Mary, thus expectantly making it moreprone to host the virtual server of each mapped VN. This is confirmed by the experimental
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results, where we can see that the virtual servers tend to be hosted by Mary, while Lynetteonly gets a smaller portion of them. As Lynette’s free HDD gets smaller, the frequency withwhich it hosts new virtual servers is also reduced.
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Figure 6.5: VN& Cloud Mapping: Occupation of Physical Routers
Meanwhile, Susan and Eddie dispute one of the virtual routers. In Figure 6.5, we cansee that both get a similar number of virtual routers, with a regular difference in occupation,where Eddie is slightly more occupied than Susan. This is to be expected, as Eddie hasthe double number of cores of Susan, thus making Eddie more prone to accept more virtualresources. It should be noted that Susan has a higher CPU frequency than Eddie, but it isnot even near double the CPU frequency of Eddie.
VPN & CloudIn Figure 6.6 we can see the occupation in the server machines. As in the previous caseof the VNs, we can see that Mary hosts more virtual servers than Lynette, which is expectedsince Mary has more free resources than Lynette, especially HDD memory.But when we get to look at Susan and Eddie in Figure 6.7, which dispute one of thevirtual PE routers of each VPN, it is very curious to see that now it is Susan which is moreoccupied than Eddie, even though Eddie has more resources than Susan. Looking morecarefully into the testbed topology and the virtual topology of VPNs it is possible to explainwhy this happens. While in the VN case the virtual server had to connect to 2 virtual PErouters, in this situation the virtual server only has to connect to one virtual PE router. Thisway, when mapping the virtual nodes in Gabrielle and Susan and the virtual server Mary,we use a small set of links, since Susan has direct connections both to Mary as to Gabrielle.
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Figure 6.6: VPN& Cloud Mapping: Occupation of Physical Servers
This smaller link cost will compensate a higher node stress, and thus make Susan more proneto host virtual servers. In the case of the VNs, mapping the nodes in Susan and Gabrielle
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Figure 6.7: VPN& Cloud Mapping: Occupation of Physical Routers
and the virtual server in Mary does not reduce the link cost enough to compensate highernode stress, since Mary will have to have a virtual link to Gabrielle, which will be mappedvia Susan (since it is ’cheaper’ than via Eddie), thus occupying more of these physical linkswhich are considered to calculate Susan’s link cost.
6.4 Mapping times
Using simulation we can test the decisions of the mapping algorithms, but parameterssuch as mapping time can only be obtained with some accuracy in an experimental testbed.This section’s objective is to evaluate the mapping times for the proposed algorithm imple-mented in the platform.
6.4.1 Methodology
In this second part we will map different VNs and VPNs onto the physical networkwith no previous virtual networks embedded, changing the number of virtual routing andservers nodes and registering the respective impact on computing times. The input VNs aredepicted in Figure 6.8, while input VPNs are depicted in Figure 6.9. Each of these wasmapped 5 times in a physical network with no virtual networks previously embedded. Usinggeographical restrictions, we assured that for each site of the VPNs a virtual PE router wasbeing created, so that the number of nodes being mapped and created were the same andcorresponded to the number on the X axis of the graphics.
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Figure 6.8: Set of VNs to be mapped.
Figure 6.9: Set of VPNs to be mapped.
Mapping times were registered and analyzed. The graphs represent average mappingtimes with 90% confidence intervals.
6.4.2 Tests & ResultsIn Figure 6.10 we can see the computing times for the different steps from receiving theXML message of a VN or VPN to the moment that network is mapped. The sequence is:• 1. Conversion from XML to structure• 2. Mapping the nodes• 3. Reconfiguring the virtual topology (only if it is a VPN)• 4. Mapping the linksFigure 6.10(a) shows the results for the mapping times of VNs. We can see that the timeto convert from the XML message to a structure increases with the number of nodes, butis still a small value when compared to the time to map the nodes. While XML conversiontimes for VNs go from 0 to 1 ms when we go from 2 to 4 node VNs, times for node mappinggo from around 4.5ms to 11.5ms. Node mapping times seem to increase in an almost linearfashion with the increase in the number of virtual nodes. Link mapping times are alwaysnull on this graph because our time unit while measuring was milliseconds. This means thatlink mapping is very fast and takes less than 1 millisecond, which is a lot less than the timerequired for some of the other steps.
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(a) Computing times for the mapping of VN & Cloudwith 2, 3 and 4 virtual nodes
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(b) Computing times for the mapping of VPN & Cloudwith 2, 3 and 4 elements (sites and virtual servers)
Figure 6.10: VPN& Cloud Mapping: Computing times
As for the mapping of VPNs in Figure 6.10(b), we can see an extra time stage, which isthe time used to reconfigure the virtual topology after the nodes have been mapped. Thisline, which is green, is not visible because it is also at a 0ms value in all of the cases, andthus is below the red line. We can see that conversion from XML to structure takes between3 to 14ms in VPNs, which is a much longer time than in VNs, where the maximum timefor the same number of nodes is 1ms. This is a result of the fact that in order to createthe topology of a VPN the manager does not only translate an XML file into a structure,it also creates and sets most of the virtual network, as when it creates virtual provideredge routers and links in order to establish a full-mesh between these routers. As for nodemapping times, they are higher in the VPN case, ranging from 9 to 13ms. This might beexplained by the fact that the node mapping process in VPNs is made using the temporaryvirtual topology, which includes 1 PE router per site or server + 1 server element per virtualserver. Link mapping on both cases is always close to 0. This might be due to the efficiencyof the Dijkstra algorithm and the small number of nodes both in the virtual network as in thetestbed. Times for topology reconfiguration in the VPNs are also very small, which might beexplained by the simple nature of this action, which mainly consist in removing some virtualnodes and links.It should be noted that, since the conversion of the XML messages to structure is notpart of the mapping algorithm, and times for topology reconfiguration and link mapping arealways smaller than the smallest time unit considered, the mapping time of the networkshas the same value as the time of the "Map Nodes" step.
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We can see that node mapping times, which coincide with global mapping times, arehigher for VPNs than for VNs, which is expectable since there are more resources to bemapped in VPNs, even if some of them are removed later when the virtual topology isreconfigured.
6.5 Virtual Traffic Analysis
Ideally virtual networks should behave just as independent physical networks, but mostlywe get an approximation to this behavior. In this section we want to observe how the changesin the number of virtual routers, virtual links and amount of traffic coexisting in the samephysical network influence the performance of the virtual networks. Thus, we will registerand analyze parameters of first and second order of packet delay times, such as averagepacket delay, packet delay variation and packet delay variance.
6.5.1 MethodologyIn order to do this we designed a simple experiment to have multiple virtual networkswith the same topologies coexisting in the same physical network. This is depicted in Figure6.11. Three physical machines are used: at the start and end of the network we generate andreceive flows of traffic in different interfaces, so as to simulate different (virtual) networks.In the center of the network a machine runs one Virtual Router for each traffic flow involved,the same is to say for each Virtual Network in use.In order to build this system the three machines were initially connected through 2ethernet connections, 1 from Mary to Eddie and another from Eddie to Bree. Using theNVSS platform 3 virtual networks were created with the same topology as the physicaltopology of this experiment. This way, 3 virtual routers were created in Mary, 3 in Eddieand 3 in Bree. In order to connect each set, 3 virtual links were created from the 3 virtualrouters in Mary to the 3 virtual routers in Eddie, the same being repeated from Eddie toBree.After this the virtual routers running in Mary and Bree were destroyed, together with thevirtual interfaces. Three Iperf[58] sessions were used in Mary so as to generate 3 flows oftraffic, each sending the packets through a previously attributed ethernet interface. Similarlyat Bree, 3 Iperf sessions were used in order to receive the incoming flow of traffic, each onecapturing packets from a specific ethernet interface. Two switches supporting VLAN taggingwere connected between the Mary and Eddie, and Eddie and Bree, so as to apply a certainVLAN tag in each packet to associate each flow of traffic with a virtual link and virtualnetwork. This way, when the packets arrive at Eddie, the machine routes each packet tothe appropriate virtual interface according to the VLAN tags and existing bridges, so thatthe packets get processed by the corresponding virtual routers.Two hubs are used in order to monitor the packets going in and out the virtual routers,in order to measure the delay times when entering and exiting the virtual routers. TheWireshark[23] application was used to measure these times. Wireshark places a computertime stamp in every packet collected. Using the packets’ data field, a match was madebetween packets captured going in and out of Eddie, thus allowing for time comparisonsusing the time stamps.In this experiment we start with 1 virtual network and go on until we have 4 virtual
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Figure 6.11: Experimental apparatus
networks coexisting in the same physical network. Two modes are used for the bandwidth ofthe data flows: in the first one we keep the total traffic at 3Mbps (thus each flow uses thisbandwidth divided by the number of flows) while in the second one we set 1Mbps for eachflow (thus increasing the total traffic on the physical network proportionally to the increaseon virtual networks).The traffic generated was made of UDP packets of 1300 bytes sent at a constant bit rate.Eddie uses Xen[64] as the virtualization software, release 2.6.21.7-5.fc8xen, with the creditscheduler option selected. 5 runs were made for each set of values, with 30 second samplesof traffic being captured and analyzed. Graphs show the average values of the 5 runs withconfidence intervals for a 90% probability.
6.5.2 Tests & ResultsIn Figure 6.12 we can see the average packet delay times evolution as we change thenumber of virtual routers and virtual links coexisting in the same physical machines andphysical links. For both modes, these values remain constant and have little differencebetween them: we can see an almost horizontal line for the average values and the con-fidence intervals are small. This means that average packet delays remain constant whenthe amount of traffic on the virtual networks changes and also when the number of networkschanges. It should be noted that these observances are only valid for this set of values fortraffic and number of Virtual Routers (VRs). In order to be able to generalize this conclu-sion on should experiment with more values of traffic and with higher numbers of coexistingvirtual networks.In Figures 6.13 and 6.14 we can see two indicators for the second order statistics ofpacket delay: packet delay variance and jitter. Packet delay variance is, as the name says,
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Figure 6.12: Average packet delay for different numbers of VRs for both modes
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Figure 6.13: Packet delay variance for different numbers of VRs for both modes
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Figure 6.14: Jitter for different numbers of VRs for both modes
the variance of the packet delay times in the different runs. Jitter is calculated here as theaverage absolute difference from each packet delay time to the average packet delay time.When maintaining the same amount of total traffic in the physical network, we can see inboth indicators increasing as the number of virtual routers and links increases. It is alsopossible to see that the confidence intervals increase with the increase in the jitter andvariance values, which means that average values get higher and there is more "instability"in these values. As for the other mode, when we proportionally increase the amount of totaltraffic in the physical network, we can see an approximately linear variation of packet delayvariance and jitter with the number of virtual routers and links. In this mode, confidenceintervals increase with the increase in the jitter and variance values (which increase withthe number of virtual routers and links).If we compare the results for both modes, we can see that the variance of packet delaytimes is usually larger for the mode where the total traffic is set at 3Mbps. This shouldbe expectable for 1 and 2 VRs when having 3Mbps for 1 or 2 virtual routers and networksmeans having 3 or 1.5 Mbps in each VR, which is more than 1 Mbps for each VR in the othermode. At 3 VRs the modes and delay times are the same, since having 3 Mbps through3 VRs means that we have 1Mbps through each VR. For 4 VRs we would expect to havesmaller variance of delay times for the 3Mbps total traffic mode, since this would mean lesstraffic per VR than in the 1Mbps per VR mode, an idea that is not confirmed by the data.Since we have a very large confidence interval in the mode of total traffic at 3Mbps for 4VRs, which is much larger than all other confidence intervals, we might suppose that theset of values used might be not be representative of the usual values for this case due to itshigh degree of uncertainty. In order to verify this situation, more data should be collected
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and analyzed.From the data of this experiment, we can see that average packet delay times remainthe same, even with changes on the amount of traffic in the physical network, in the virtualnetworks and virtual routers, and in the number of virtual networks. However, as the numberof virtual routers and link increases, the packet delay times get more different from eachother (which is indicated by a higher variance among these values), thus diminishing thequality of experience for communication services in real-time, such as voice or video calls.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have seen the performance results of the different features added tothe NVSS platform. We analyzed mapping decisions for VNs and VPNs in 6.3 and saw howmachines with more resources or with better connections for other physical nodes were ableto host more resources. It was possible to see how network and node stress interplayedand influenced mapping decisions and how physical machines with a critical level of freeresources tended not to be used. These observations confirm that the NVSS is making theadequate mapping decisions and the mapping algorithm is performing as it was designedto. When we observed the dependence of mapping times from the number of network ele-ments on both VNs and VPN in section 6.4, we could see that the time for converting XMLmessages to structures and to map nodes significantly increase when the number of virtualnodes grows. Times for VPN node mapping are significantly higher than for VN node map-ping, which is expectable since the VPN node mapping is done using the temporary virtualtopology, which includes a larger number of nodes than the used in the VN mapping. It wasalso verifiable that XML to structure translations times were much larger for VPNs than forVNs, which is due to the increased complexity of this operation in VPNs, since the Manageruses this stage to obtain a temporary virtual topology for the VPN, which does not happenin the VN case. Interestingly and perhaps unexpectedly, it was observed that computingtimes for link mapping and virtual topology reconfiguration (in the case of VPNs) are a lotsmaller than other computing times (smaller than 1 millisecond). In the case of the linkmapping, this is probably justified by the efficiency of the Dijkstra algorithm and the smallnumber of nodes involved. As for the virtual topology reconfiguration, it might be speedilyexecuted because most of the processing is just removing nodes and links, which is a simpleaction.Results on the effects of virtualization on virtual traffic characteristics show that, for theset of values used in the experiment, average packet delay times remain the same even whenthe number of coexisting VNs and traffic values increase. In spite of this, variance of packetdelay times seems to increase with the number of coexisting VNs and with the increase ontraffic values. This reveals that coexisting VNs affect each other, which ideally should nothappen. Future research on virtualization technologies should tackle this aspect, especiallysince packet delay variation is a critical factor for real-time communication services.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Final Conclusion
This work had three main objectives: to develop an optimized algorithm for integratedcloud and network mapping, to enable the NVSS to support cloud resources more than justnetwork resources and to allow the virtual networks to be configured and designed as VNsor VPNs.In order to put everything in perspective, the State of the Art chapter provided someinsight into the current deployment and R&D context regarding virtual network and cloudmapping, provision of cloud resources and VPNs, and existing network virtualization plat-forms and initiatives. The CC products of relevant operators such as Amazon, Orange andPortugal Telecom were presented. Virtual network mapping algorithms were also presentedjust as the NVSS, both representing the starting points for the algorithm improvement andcreation of advanced mechanisms for the NVSS platform.In chapter 3, Mapping Algorithms, several improvements were proposed to the algorithmdescribed in [41], in order to support link differentiation, cloud resources and to improvethe quality of the mapping solutions. In order to do this a discrete event simulator wasbuilt, and different algorithms were compared. In order to take into consideration the nodeplacement options affecting nodes in distant places of the virtual network, a feature wasadded to the algorithm so that node candidates could be removed for not offering viablephysical connections for certain virtual links. A back-tracking mechanism was also added tocorrect wrong placement choices. This revealed to improve the amount of virtual networksand virtual resources embeddable in the substrate network, while having a mapping timeincrease as trade off. Several other formulas concerning the calculation of node and linkstress were also considered, and it was concluded that some node stress parameters couldbe omitted, some proposed node formulas were significantly better than the one in use, linkstress formulas had similar performances. We were also able to see that, as the numberof nodes of the virtual network increases, the likelihood that the network is embeddeddecreases while the mapping time increases.The target advanced mechanisms and use cases to be added to the virtualization platformwere specified on chapter 4. A description of each new feature was provided together usecases schemes. An overall description of the aimed NVSS was also provided.In chapter 5, Software Implementation, the programming solutions for the mechanismsdesigned and proposed in chapter 4 were provided. We could see the databases, classes
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and structures in use, the different modules organization and functions, and the implemen-tation of the new functionalities. The main new functions added to the NVSS platform weredescribed using schematic diagrams, in order to provide a simple high-level explanation ofthe implementation.Chapter 6, Experimental Results, provided more insight about the experimental outputof the new features on an experimental testbed. Results regarding mapping decisions andcomputing times of the mechanisms for VN & Cloud and VPN &Cloud processing and mappingwere presented and discussed. We could see that nodes with more resources tended tohost more virtual nodes, as desired, confirming the functionality of the mapping algorithmand its successful implementation in the NVSS. Mapping times analysis showed a clearincrease in mapping times with the increase in the number of virtual nodes. It was alsopossible to see that computing times for VPNs are significantly higher for VPNs than forVNs. This is expectable as these networks include more virtual nodes to map and thestep of XML conversion includes the design of the temporary virtual topology. Surprisingly,times for link mapping and topology reconfiguration in VPNs were always smaller than1ms, which is significantly smaller than the computing times for other steps. This is a goodindication, especially for VPNs, as it shows that the reconfiguration stage does not introducea significant time over-head.Besides testing these features we grabbed the opportunity and also made tests regardingthe effect of virtualization on traffic characteristics. It was possible to see the effects ofvirtualization on virtual network traffic. As the number of coexisting virtual networks orbandwidth in use increases, so does the packet delay variation. In spite of this, averagepacket delay times remain constant even when the number of VNs or amount of traffic ischanged.In the end, we can see through the simulation results that the algorithms for virtualnetwork were improved in three ways: the quality of the mapping was improved allowingfor more networks and virtual resources to be mapped, the algorithm was extended so as toconsider also cloud resources such as virtual servers, support for link differentiation criteriawas also included by introducing the interdependency mapping feature that allowed fornetworks with differentiated links to be better mapped than before.The NVSS was also improved as now it supports mechanisms for cloud resource con-figuration, mapping and enforcement integrated with virtual networks, and mechanisms tocreate virtual networks by specifying the hose model of the network.Our knowledge regarding the effects of virtualization has also increased, as we wereable to observe and quantify the increase in packet delay variation with the number andbandwidth of the coexisting virtual networks.
7.2 Future Work
There are several topics that can be further explored in the future related with this work.On the one hand, mapping algorithms could be enhanced and a distributed approachcould be explored. This would allow the network itself to perform the mapping, which wouldprovide for a distributed mechanism that might possibly take advantage of the physicalnode’s parallel computation to reduce mapping times.The mapping mechanism developed and implemented on the NVSS considers that avirtual link uses the same bandwidth in both its directions. This might not always be true,
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in the sense that upload and download links might have different bandwidth requirements.So, it should be developed and evaluated an efficient algorithm that allows for optimizednode and link mapping in virtual networks with virtual links free to have different bandwidthrequirements in each direction.As for the NVSS several advanced mechanisms could be added. For instance, reconfig-uration. Automatic reconfiguration, in the sense of remapping virtual nodes and links whichare already embedded and running, could be studied and implemented so as to reduce theuse of the physical resources in order to save energy and reduce costs.On the other hand, it would probably be very useful to have the NVSS capable of addingnodes and links to virtual networks that are already embedded and running.And one should not forget scalability. We can see in large-scale physical networks thatdifferent flows and tunnels are grouped and processed as a single flow in core routers, inorder to achieve scalability in terms of routing. The same situation should be consideredwhen creating several virtual networks over one large-scale physical network. Since having arouting entry for each virtual link in core routers is not scalable, the appropriate mechanismsshould be devised so as to guarantee the scalability of the routing process. The NVSSplatform could be used to aggregate links using, for example, MPLS as the supportingtechnology.The tests for virtual traffic analysis could also be more explored, by embedding morevirtual networks and trying different scenarios. This would allow for clearer observations andanalysis on the effect of virtualization on traffic, its limitations, challenges and possibilitiesof improvement.
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